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Abstract
Pose estimation has become an increasingly important area in computer vision and more
specifically in human facial recognition and activity recognition for surveillance applications.
Pose estimation is a process by which the rotation, pitch, or yaw of a human head is determined.
Numerous methods already exist which can determine the angular change of a face, however,
these methods vary in accuracy and their computational requirements tend to be too high for
real-time applications. The objective of this thesis is to develop a method for pose estimation,
which is computationally efficient, while still maintaining a reasonable degree of accuracy.
In this thesis, a feature-based method is presented to determine the yaw angle of a human
facial pose using a combination of artificial neural networks and template matching. The
artificial neural networks are used for the feature detection portion of the algorithm along with
skin detection and other image enhancement algorithms. The first head model, referred to as the
Frontal Position Model, determines the pose of the face using two eyes and the mouth. The
second model, referred to as the Side Position Model, is used when only one eye can be viewed
and determines pose based on a single eye, the nose tip, and the mouth. The two models are
presented to demonstrate the position change of facial features due to pose and to provide the
means to determine the pose as these features change from the frontal position. The effectiveness
of this pose estimation method is examined by looking at both the manual and automatic feature
detection methods. Analysis is further performed on how errors in feature detection affect the
resulting pose determination. The method resulted in the detection of facial pose from 30 to -30
degrees with an average error of 4.28 degrees for the Frontal Position Model and 5.79 degrees
for the Side Position Model with correct feature detection.
The Intel(R) Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) technology was employed to enhance
the performance of floating point operations. The neural networks used in the feature detection
process require a large amount of floating point calculations, due to the computation of the image
data with weights and biases. With SSE optimization the algorithm becomes suitable for
processing images in a real-time environment. The method is capable of determining features
and estimating the pose at a rate of seven frames per second on a 1.8 GHz Pentium 4 computer.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Facial pose estimation has become an important research topic in computer vision due to
the large number of applications that may benefit from an efficient method. Faces in images
rarely appear frontal and upright, so detection of faces and their associated information has
proven difficult. A face can undergo any of three rotations out of the plane of the image. Such
rotations introduce deformations into the image affecting the facial features, which are present
and the overall shape of the head. Pose estimation introduces a way to detect the change in
direction and then use this information to augment further processing of the image. Real-time
tracking of human faces, image classification, and 3-D modeling are just some of the current
applications for which pose estimation can play a significant part. Current methods for facial
pose estimation have focused on a range ofmethods from using wavelet networks to calculating
pose through geometric means.
The problem of facial recognition and facial pose has been around for sometime. The
human visual system can easily detect not only a human face, but also the relative direction that
face is aligned in 3-D. In computer vision systems those same visual task have been proven
difficult. Variations in lighting, image size, orientation viewpoint, body movement, and facial
expression have created a wide range of difficulties that must eventually be overcome. The scope
of the human visual recognition is vast making it important to subdivide the problem into smaller
tasks, such as pose estimation.
While pose estimation has been examined by a number of researchers, papers on this
subject tend to combine pose estimation with other forms of facial detection or 3-D modeling.
Estimating the pose of a human face may be performed in a variety of ways including which
directions of rotation to examine. The
'yaw'
angle of rotation occurs when the face turns right or
left from the frontal position. The
'pitch'
of the face is the degree to which the faced is turned
vertically up or down. The
'roll'
of the face is the degree to which the face is tilted or rotated
from center. Figure 1 shows a visual representation of these rotational directions.
[Pitch!
Figure 1 : Possible angles for pose estimation
In this approach to pose estimation we focus primarily on the yaw angle for pose change.
The yaw angle has the greatest possible benefit to applications such as tracking and modeling,
since it is a good indication of the direction a person is facing or heading. By focusing on only
the yaw angle change, we eliminate many of the complications associated with facial recognition
and focus closely on the problem at hand.
Methods of pose estimation are often broken down into two categories: feature-based or
appearance-based algorithms. With feature-based pose estimation, the determination of pose is
based on the location of individual features. These methods require the use of feature detectors to
determine the location of important features in the face. With appearance-based methods, pose is
determined based on the face as a whole. Often appearance-based models incorporate some type
of filter to analyze the image and then make a decision from the resulting image. An overview of
feature-based and appearance-based techniques is provided in Chapter 2.
With feature-based approaches to pose estimation, the way in which features are detected
is just as important as which features are detected. For this method we have chosen to use
Artificial Neural Networks as the basis for the feature detectors of the system. Artificial Neural
Networks (ANNs) are an attempt to allow computer systems to learn and adapt by modeling the
structure of the neurons in the human brain. ANNs learn by adjusting their internal weights and
input bias based on training information. Chapter 2 provides more detailed information into the
history and function ofANNs, while Chapter 3 focuses on the use ofANNs for our own feature
detectors.
Once the features for the face have been determined, the question of how to determine
pose from these features is raised. Again there are a number ofways in which to determine pose
from known features points; these methods depend on the number of features and often the
methods used to acquire them. In Chapter 4 our own models are presented which use three
feature points on the face. The first model, referred to henceforth as the Frontal Position Model,
makes use of the detection of the two eyes and the mouth. This model makes use of the inherent
symmetry in the face and is intended primarily for detection of pose in frontal images. The
second model, referred to as the Side Position Model, makes use of the detection of one eye, the
nose tip and the mouth, and potentially detects pose at greater angle variations. Chapter 5
discusses the results of these models in detecting pose and also introduces some error analysis
regarding how errors in feature detection propagate through the system effecting pose estimation.
Since the algorithm efficiency is important, it is necessary to observe how current
technologies might be used to increase the system's speed. Intel's SSE technology provides the
best means to enhance the performance due to the algorithm's due high use of floating point
operations. By parallelizing many of the calculations performed by the ANN we achieve a
noticeable performance improvement of the algorithm. Chapter 6 shows how the algorithm was
implemented into Matlab, C++, and C++ with SSE optimizations. Performance analysis is
conducted to show the speedup from SSE optimizations.
The techniques presented here, such as the use ofANNs for feature detection, may later
be extended or adapted to other methods. The models presented are also generic enough to later
be expanded to include other angles of directional change. The most important contribution of
this thesis is an efficient, yet accurate, means of pose estimation that can easily be integrated in
other applications such as tracking or image classification.
Chapter 2: Background on Pose Estimation
In understanding the origins of the pose estimation problem, it is important to look at past
research related to this topic. Comparing previous techniques in pose estimation helps serve as a
reference to the method presented in this thesis. Not only is it necessary to look at other methods
of pose estimation, but at methods that are related to facial recognition such as feature detection
and skin detection. This chapter also provides a brief overview of Artificial Neural Networks
with regards to their generals operation and how ANNs have been used in other research areas.
2.1 Anthropometric Research
Anthropometry is a field of study that involves the measurement of the human body and
its respective parts. Anthropometric research covers not only to the size of human features, but
also their relative proportions across different races and ages. While this area of study is
relatively old, it still has many practical uses. With pose estimation and facial feature detection,
anthropometric research can be used as the starting point for building a human head model. Such
models can use known anthropometric data and information to determine the relative location of
facial features.
Examples of anthropometric study have been seen throughout human history. Most
people are familiar with Leonardo Di Vinci's "Universal
Man." This work of art makes note of
many proportions of the human body that appear to be common among all humans. While this
work focuses on limb length and height, it makes the point that using anthropometric data is
well-known. In the 1970's the scientific community began to take a more serious look at
anthropometric data by developing large databases [1]. This information has been used for
applications such as ergonomics and other biometric applications. These databases took
measurements of various body parts for thousands of individuals. Again this data focused mostly
on height and limb proportions, but research has done with facial measurements. Reference [2]
offers one such example of research that has been done using facial proportions.
To make any pose estimation process useful it must be person-independent across the
spectrum of facial appearances, so with anthropometry the question arises as to how useful such
data might be towards facial pose estimation. Reference [3] by Horprasert and Yacoob supports
the use of anthropometric data by arguing that human shape variability is intrinsically limited by
both genetic and environmental constraints. The shape of the eyes, the relative feature distances,
and even the size of the head are all limited within certain ranges regardless of the individual
being observed. Reference [3] uses anthropometric data extensively to even classify the
individuals'
gender, race and age before performing its tracking operation. Such methods allow
for no prior knowledge of the individual in tracking or facial location, and therefore tend to be
more adaptable to other applications.
Even through all human proportions are limited to a high degree of variability, there still
exists room for error due to these feature differences. The greatest source of error can often come
from young children, since their relative face proportions are closer together at birth [4], most
notably the distance between the eyes. As the child develops, and the nose becomes more
pronounced, the proportions change. Race and gender also play an important role in feature
placement and proportions but to a lesser extent. The goal then is to develop a head model that is
generic enough to fit most individuals, but can use differences in the placement of these features
to determine pose.
Reference [2] by Alattar and Rajala offers a good example of a head model built using
anthropometric data. This model is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Example head model using anthropometric measurements
The work presented in this reference primarily uses elliptical approximations to first determine
the location of the head and then incorporates the model to help localize the features. Image
intensity peaks are then used to locate the features.
Often researchers use the term model-based in reference to their approach for dealing
with facial recognition or more specifically pose estimation. Model-based approaches simply use
some form of a human head model to accomplish their goal, and anthropometric research usually
plays a part in the development of this head model. While the bulk ofmodel-based approaches
are also feature-based approaches, some appearance-based methods to pose estimation also
include the use of a head model and, therefore, can be considered model-based. The debate over
what terminology to use in dealing with certain methods is explored in a number of other papers
[3] [4]. Since the method presented in this thesis is primarily a feature-based approach, breaking
down other research into either appearance-based or feature-based categories helps in
understanding how this method differs from previous methods. Model-based approaches are
classified as being feature-based, if they make any use of facial features, otherwise, they are
considered appearance-based.
2.2 Appearance-basedApproaches
Appearance-based approaches, also known as view-based or holistic approaches, attempt
to determine the pose of a human face by looking at the face as a whole. Methods vary from
using more complex methods such as Gabor wavelet filters and neural networks, to more simple
methods like color-based comparison. Appearance-based methods seek to avoid the
decomposition of faces into parts such as features, and instead look for the face in its entirety.
Once the face has been determined these methods base their classification of the face from
preexisting data of faces taken at various poses.
The advantages of appearance-based methods are often dependent on how they are
implemented, but here is the general overview. Appearance-based models require information
regarding the face as a whole and are not based on individual features, thus, the amount of
training and feature extraction required are reduced. These methods in general require low
resolution images. Reference [5] requires only a 20x20 image of the face to make its
classification. With such low resolution, the computation required has the potential of being
quite low, howeverwith present approaches the opposite has proved true.
The disadvantages presented by appearance-based methods are the primary reasons why
work into this area has been limited compared to its feature-based counter part. Appearance-
based methods offer no good way to deal with facial occlusions such as glasses and facial hair.
Often getting the face into a form suitable for classification requires a significant amount of
preprocessing. Finally appearance-based methods tend to be less accurate and less robust than
other methods, since they require computing a global, lower-dimensional representation of the
image information, although this is subject to debate [3][4][8]. Since the problems associated
with appearance-based methods are well known, it is important to look at how other research has
attempted to deal with the problem of robustness.
An approach taken by some researchers [4] [6] [15] has been to use eigenvectors and
eigenvalues to compute an eigenspace that captures the facial information in a low dimensional
feature space. An eigenspace is computed using the eigenvectors from the covariance matrix of
the training set. The eigenvectors associated with the largest eigenvalues are used as the
representation of the training set. Eigenspaces that are used to represent the face are also referred
to eigenfaces. The approach assumes that low-resolution facial images form a linear subspace
that can be used to classify images either for facial detection or pose estimation [4]. With pose
estimation the method becomes more complex requiring multiple eigenfaces to be computed for
each pose desired. The use of eigenfaces has the benefits of limiting the influence of lighting and
other noise on the image, while providing accurate classification of faces. Reference [6] obtained
an 83% rate of recognition using eigenspaces; however the computation of such methods is
relatively high.
Another area of appearance-based pose estimation research is using Gabor filters and
wavelet transforms to determine pose. Gabor kernels are sinusoidal modulated Gaussian
functions. Gabor wavelets are sets of kernels with different spatial frequencies and orientations.
A Gaborwavelet-transform is produced by convolution with Gabor kernels [4].
The benefits of using Gabor filters and wavelets allow for better processing of facial
images and classification. Wavelet transforms also have the advantage ofproviding some degree
of invariance to illumination, skin tone and hair color. Complex uses of transforms even allow
for selective scaling and determination of orientation. Reference [7] makes use ofGabor wavelet
filters in the determination of facial pose. First a classification is set up using 1470 of images at
10 degree intervals. These training images are then processed using different Gabor filters. From
the initial training a filter is chosen to represent the optimal filter for each pose. During the
determination ofpose, an image is processed with each optimal filter. The resulting image is then
classified based on which cluster of training images it is closest to. Results with this method
were poor, achieving the determination of pose only within +/-10 degrees 90% of the time.
Gabor wavelets have been combined with other forms of classification such as artificial neural
networks and Bayesian networks [8]. The use ofANN in appearance-based models is presented
in section 2.5. Although Gabor filters have their limitations they do offer a way of reducing
many of the errors that can occur with appearance-based models.
The examples of appearance-based models presented help show their limitations and
relative effectiveness in detecting pose. The problems of robustness in such applications and the
general agreement that appearance-based methods are more inaccurate than feature-based
methods, help support why the feature-based approach was chosen as the preferred method to
pose estimation. In the next section we look at feature detection and a number of feature-based
approaches.
2.3 Feature-basedApproaches
Feature-based approaches depend on the extraction of feature points in an image, and the
use of these features points in some manner to estimate pose. Feature detection is simply a
method of identifying the position of a specific part of an image; in this case an eye or a mouth.
Often with facial feature detection such methods require the use of a head model to formulate the
final calculation, which is why such methods are often referred to as model-based approaches.
Obviously feature detection itself becomes the focus of most of these methods due to its
difficulty. Since feature detection is so important, it is necessary to look into research on this area
along with ways detected features have been used to determine pose.
An important point of all pose estimation methods is the determination ofwhich human
facial features to use. A large number of facial features often require additional computation but
have a better chance at determining pose correctly. Reference [9] uses the detection of any facial
features with edges to match to a facial template for 3-D reconstruction; the number of feature
points is fairly high and also varies depending on the face. Reference [10] uses fifteen feature
points spread around the eyes, nose, and mouth region. Reference [11] uses only five feature
points, namely the eyes, eye brows and mouth to detect both face and pose. The use of the eyes
as feature points tends to be present in most pose estimation tasks due its ease of detection from
the rest of the face. Eyes, especially the pupils, still have the same general shape across human
populations. Also, with regards to using color for detection, eyes differ considerably from the
rest of the face. Finally the intra-ocular distance is the measurement of the distance between the
eyes. The intra-ocular distance varies from individual to individual so this distance can be used
for pose estimation only if the distance is known for the frontal position of a specific person or
can be normalized. Reference [12] states that as facial pose changes, the distance between the
eyes also changes in size, making the eyes and the intra-ocular distance ideal for pose estimation
methods.
The mouth is another commonly used feature, but it introduces some challenges to its
detection. The mouth tends to vary in shape considerably between individuals. As the face turns,
the shape of the mouth deforms at a greater rate compared to the eyes. Finally, from a color
perspective, the natural color tone of the mouth often matches the surrounding skin or other
facials tones with some individuals. The color of the mouth can be influenced with the use of
makeup such as lipstick. This makes edge detection and color based methods difficult. The
mouth is also sensitive to the emotion of the individual and is influenced by smiling or frowning.
The nose, on the other hand, often causes many problems due to its lack of contrast with
the rest of the face; however, methods such as references [10] [13] still make use of this feature
with some filtering. Depending on the pose, the nostrils are not always effective detection points
since changing the pitch of the head removes these features from the 2-D image. Also, the nose
shape and size may obscure nostril features even in the frontal position.
A number of methods attempt to make use of the head outline to estimate pose. These
approaches involve elliptical approximations of the head shape, which can be computationally
complex in applications. However, hair styles and background interference tend to worsen the
results of these experiments as shown in reference [14]. Facial hair causes problems with
elliptical approximations and with the detection or use of the mouth as a feature point. Images
with facial hair are usually ignored during testing.
In order to detect the features in a face, it is often important to establish ground truth for
these features. With facial images, the use of tagging certain facial feature regions presents the
possibility of using these features to establish a ground truth or a standard for when the face is in
a frontal position. As the face is turned, the viewable facial feature regions change and, based on
their size and shape, pose may be estimated. Such regions may be used in training a system to
find a specific feature [15].
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Cootes and Taylor offer some unique approaches to feature detection by introducing the
use of active shape models [16] [17]. Active shape models are a way to detect features using
trained knowledge of the edges of the shape. Active shape models seek to limit the deformation
of the model to shapes found in the training set. By approaching feature detection in this manner
they seek to have variability in the feature model to allow for noise and occlusion, but limit the
amount of false detection that can occur during classification. Methods that involve training
usually share this same goal, since false detection of features can severely worsen results.
An optional approach to whole feature detection is to detect only part of a feature.
Reference [18] uses the corners of the mouth for detection, instead of the entire mouth, to avoid
shape changes that can occur. Reference [ 1 9] uses separate detectors for the corners of the eyes
and the pupil in order to accurately locate the feature.
While training is the best example of using prior knowledge for feature detection, it is not
the only approach that can be taken. With color images, a histogram of the feature can be
developed from a number of sample images. Features can then be detected by dividing an image
into sub-images and finding the sub-image with the greatest correlation to the known color
histogram, an example of this approach is taken by reference [20]. However, such methods are
limited in robustness, since they do not adapt to occlusions and image quality changes such as
lighting or noise. Another similar approach is the use of feature template matching. In these
applications, a generic template of the eye or mouth is first created from a test set. Features are
detected by correlating sub-images with the feature template and then identifying sub-image
locations most correlated with the template. These methods tend to be improved from the color
histogram approach, but suffer from many of the same problems with occlusions and noise.
Once facial features are determined, it is possible to estimate the final pose in a number
of ways. The most computationally efficient way is through the use of geometric means.
Proportions between the facial features and their alignment may be used to calculate the angle at
which the face is positioned off from center. However, geometric means of pose estimation often
lack the robustness of other methods and rely heavily on correct feature detection. References
[10] [13] both make use ofgeometric and linear equations to determine pose.
Template matching is the most common method of determining pose through geometric
means. A template is typically composed of a set of points that form some predetermined
geometric pattern. Typical templates for facial recognition are formed using triangles [19] [20],
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crosses [11], or pyramidal shapes [13], although more complex patterns have been used
including facial meshes or whole head generic structures. The algorithm for matching the
template to the model or image usually involves using detected features from the images and
deforming the template to match the image. Often the process of fitting a template to detected
points is called a "best constellation search"[20] and can often entail a decision making process
to avoid any falsely detected points. The change in the template can be used to determine its
orientation in 3-D space using either linear equations or some type of classification system.
A step beyond the use of template matching is using a full 3-D model of the head in pose
estimation. In these approaches, a 3-D model of the person under observation is typically used
[13]. These methods use features extracted from 2-D images and project them onto this 3-D
model. Using the full 3-D model allows the determination of the rotation of the face in all three
possible planes and does so with a great deal of accuracy, often within a single degree. In order
for these systems to work, a great deal of information must already be known about the subject,
which is not practical in most applications.
All of the previously mentioned methods have both strengths and weakness. One
common problem among them is dealing with falsely detected features. The strategies to
improve feature detection typically involve ways to improve both image quality and localization
within the image. The next section introduces the use of skin detection as a means of improving
feature detection. Using skin regions can help localize features and limit the search area for
features, this helps to reduce computation and false detection rates.
2.4 An Overview of Skin Detection
Skin detection is part of the larger problem of skin segmentation and has been applied to
a number of applications ranging from scene classification to tracking. Skin detection is the
process of determining which colors, pixels, or regions in an image are skin. Skin segmentation
uses this color information to extract skin regions out of the image that may correspond to human
shapes like hands or a face. The detection of skin color is independent of facial orientation
making it ideal for pose estimation. Also skin detection is one of the faster facial feature
detection methods making it suitable for real time systems [24].
The detection of skin is not without its difficulties, and the most notable of these has to
do with lighting conditions. The same skin area may appear as two different colors under two
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different lighting conditions; this problem is referred to as color constancy [4] [24]. Skin color
appearance depends on the brightness of the light source used in obtaining the image as well as
the surface texture and tone of the color in the image. One approach in dealing with lighting is to
use different color spaces for skin detection.
The use of the RGB (Red, Green, Blue) color space in skin detection is common due to
ease of processing such information since most images are already in the RGB color space. Also
the conversion from one color space to another tends to be computationally expensive. The RGB
color space is also the most susceptible to lighting changes, which is why methods of
normalization are often introduced. References [4] [23] introduce the use of color histograms for
the red and green separations of the image. These separations are first normalized using the blue
separation to help reduce variations in lighting and also skin tones from one individual to
another.
Another color space that is used in skin detection is HSI (Hue-Saturation-Intensity). Hue
corresponds to the attributes of color that allow them to be classified as red-blue-yellow-green,
while saturation is the purity of color. This leaves intensity as being closely related to the
brightness of the image. To make detection invariant to lighting we ignore the intensity
separation during detection. However one problem with HSI is with pixels of low intensity or
saturation, such pixels make the determination ofHue unreliable [4].
Similar to HSI is the use of the YCt,Cr color space. The Cb component is the chrominance
of the blue separation while the Cr component is the chrominance of the red separation. The Y
component is the luminance of the image and is related to the brightness of the image and
lighting. During skin detection, the Y separation is typically ignored to make the process
invariant to lighting. The equations for the conversion from RGB to YCbCr are shown below.
References [25] [26] use the YCbCr in their skin detection method.
Y = 0.257*7? + 0.504* G + 0.098* B + 16 (1)
C = -0.148*/?-0.291*G + 0.439* B + 128 (2)
C. = 0.439*i?- 0.368* G 5 + 128 (3)
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Although people generally think of skin color varying greatly among different ethnic
groups, in actuality the skin tones cluster together once luminance factors are removed. This is
another advantage of using either the HSI or the YCbCr color space [4]. It is this clustering of
skin tones that is the basis for most skin detection methods. Looking at the distribution of the
non-luminance color separations on a 2-D graph, one can observe that the skin pixels tend to
group with an almost Gaussian probability distribution. References [4] [23] [24] actually fit a
Gaussian distribution to their color data and determine skin based on where pixel intensities fall
within the distribution.
Other methods of skin detection use more simplified methods such as lookup tables or
histograms. Reference [11] uses RGB values and a lookup table to determine whether or not a
pixel is skin. With color histograms, a histogram is made for each separation of color using skin
tone information. During the detection process, if a pixel's color information falls within the
histogram, then that pixel is classified as skin [23].
More complex methods of detection expand detection to include the use of classifiers
such as Bayesians networks [25] or ANNs to make the final determination between skin and
non-skin pixels. Classifiers combine the probability that the current pixel is skin with
neighboring pixel information to determine skin location.
Once the pixels in an image are detected as skin, or non-skin it becomes necessary to
extract the parts of the image required by the algorithm, and this is where skin segmentation
comes into play. Some approaches [11] make use of elliptical approximations of skin regions to
determine whether they are a face or non-face; the largest ellipse is processed for facial features.
More simplified methods simply use the skin segments to localize the search for features.
Methods of segmentation also employ morphological operations such as dilation and erosion to
improve the selection of a skin region.
In this thesis, skin detection and segmentation are used to limit the search for features and
to help normalize the image. The use of skin also helps reduce the false detection rates from the
feature detectors. The next section focuses on an overview of artificial neural networks that are
used for the feature detection portion of this thesis.
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2.5 An Overview ofArtificial Neural Networks
An artificial neural network is a learning system that is capable of performing data
classification based on input training data. As stated before, ANN systems are motivated by the
internal connections of the neurons in the human brain. ANNs are made up of interconnected
processing elements called nodes, which respond in parallel to a set of input signals. The node is
the equivalent of its brain counterpart, the neuron.
The concept for ANN is fairly old, dating back to the 1940's when McCulloch and Pitts
introduced the first neural network computing model. More complex forms of this model were
developed into the 1950's including Rosenblatt's work resulted in a two-layer network, the
perceptron, which was capable of learning certain classifications by adjusting connection weights
[28]. Despite laying the foundation for future work, lack of computing power during this time led
to a decline in the interest of neural networks until the 1980's. In 1984 DARPA began
experimenting with ANNs for both commercial and defense purposes [27]. Since that time
ANNs have been used in a wide number of applications from economic forecasting to guidance
systems for automobiles. Researchers have been attracted to ANNs because of their effectiveness
in solving complex problems. The function of these networks depends heavily on the
construction of the network and the way in which networks are trained.
The construction of the ANN consists of its node representation, its interconnections, and
an activation rule. Figure 3 represents one possible construction of a neural network. All
networks consist of an input layer of nodes and an output layer of nodes; however the hidden
layer of nodes may not always be needed depending on the application. More complex
applications often require multiple hidden node layers. The interconnections between the nodes
also affect the results of the network. Each node is not necessarily connected to every other node
in the following layer, although they often do, changing the connections in the network can result
in a change in performance. As the signals are passed from node to node they are also often
subject to an activation rule. The activation rule affects when the input signals are used to
produce the corresponding output signal by introducing delays into the signal path of the
network, again the results of the network can be changed.
The two most basic types of ANN architecture are the feed-forward network and the
feedback network. A feed-forward network is presented with a set of inputs and the signal moves
forward through the layers of nodes until a result is produced. With feedback networks, the
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signal may be passed back into the same layer or a previous layer, the results of the network then
become more dependent on timing in the system and the convergence of the signals [29]. This
thesis deals primarily with feed-forward networks.
Node
Interconnections
Input Layer
Hidden Layer
Output Layer
Output Information
Figure 3: Neural network
The nodes of the network maybe configured in various ways to compute the results for
the network. Figure 4 shows a typical node calculation for a network, and this is also how the
nodes used for the feature detectors in this thesis operate.
Weights (Wj )
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a = '^ Irputs *Weights ' + bias
Figure 4: Node operation
The most important feature presented here is how the weights and biases are used in the
computation of the result. Each input value is multiplied by a weight determined during the
learning process. All of these weight and input combinations are then summed and offset with a
bias, also determined during learning. The result of this summation is passed through a transfer
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function. Transfer functions modify the result to fall within a certain range and affect the results
of the network. Examples of functions used are the inverse tangent and log functions [27].
The learning process, or training process, greatly affects the functionality of the network.
All networks must consist of a learning rule that dictates how to adjust weights and biases based
on a given set of inputs. Training can be subdivided into either supervised or unsupervised
training. With unsupervised training the network is developed using only the input values, where
as supervised training combines the inputs with known output values. Generally the more
input/output pairs used in the training process the better the results of the network. The goal of
learning algorithms is to adjust the weights of a network, so that as many inputs as possible are
given the correct output. This thesis will use the back-propagation training method to develop the
networks used in feature detection. The approach taken by the back-propagation algorithm is to
start at the output layer and propagate the error between the desired and actual result backwards
through the hidden layers. Weights and biases are then adjusted at each node based on the error
propagation [29]. Now that a basic understanding ofANNs has been established, it is important
to look at how such networks have been used in the past to detect both features and with pose
estimation.
While ANNs have been used in many applications and research, this section overviews
sources that are the most relevant to facial detection and the approach taken with this thesis. A
good example ofANNs used to determine the presence of a face is presented in [30]. Images are
first preprocessed to reduce noise and lighting effects on the image. The algorithm uses ANNs in
a series of stages. Stage one uses ANN as filters, these filters are applied to the image at different
scales and determines whether the 20x20 sub-image contains a face, the same network also looks
for localized facial features within these sub-images, by breaking the image down even further.
The first network also makes the determination as to whether or not a face is present in the
system from the results of the filtered sub-image. The second stage in the method develops an
ANN that works to eliminate false detection. This second network was trained using the
information from several stage 1 networks, which produced different results due to training. A
face is only detected if more than one network agreed a face is present. This method claims an
accuracy rate of 90.5% but gives no indication of the computation time required, and due to the
complexity of the networks used computation time should be considerable.
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Feature detection using ANNs is not new to image processing. Reference [31] is an
example ofwork using networks for facial detection. This research does not look for traditional
physical features, such as eyes or nose, but rather uses feature domains, such as Pseudo Moment
Invariant (PZMI), Zernike Moment Invariant (ZMI), and Principle Component Analysis (PCA).
These facial domains are first calculated within an ellipse around the face. The resulting features
from each of these domains are fed into a Radial Basis Function neural network where the
selected image is classified as either a face or non-face. Using feature domains instead of
traditional features allows their system independent of shape changes that can occur during
directional changes in the face direction. In fact, the method can detect the presence of a face
even at the 90 degree mark. An overall face detection rate of 99.7% is given for the results, but
the set of test images were highly constrained and are not typical of a general collection of
images.
The methods presented in this thesis differ from previous work as follows. First two
completely independent networks are used for the detection of eyes and mouth. The eye network
classifies regions as either eye or non-eye and the mouth network classifies regions as either
mouth or non-mouth. The networks used here make only a localized classification of features,
not a classification of the face as a whole. Most methods dealing with ANNs tend to be high in
computation requirements, so every attempt has been made to reduce the number of features
detected with the ANNs as well as the size on the inputted sub-image. The size of these sub-
images is relatively fixed compared to the methods above. The method deals with scaling issues
by using skin detection and known anthropometric proportions. Chapter 3 discusses how the
images are normalized and how the ANNs are specifically trained and used for this method.
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Chapter 3: Feature Detection and Normalization
The method of pose estimation presented here is feature-based, and the detection of
features strongly affects the results of the algorithm. This chapter is dedicated to the presentation
of novel work with feature detection using ANNs and template matching. Figure 5 shows the
processing that an image undergoes during the proposed pose estimation approach.
Image Result
> Skin Detection > Normalization : =.
J"*"8
>
template Geometric pose
detection Matching estimation
Figure 5 : Algorithm flow
This chapter goes into depth on each of these processes except for the final estimation,
which is covered in Chapter 4. The next section introduces the limitations placed on feature
detection and the method as a whole and the reasoning behind such limitations.
3.1 Limitations and Difficulties
As stated in chapter two, feature detection with faces is not a simple task and can be
approached in a variety of ways. Our goal for pose estimation is to develop the most efficient
form of pose estimation possible, while still maintaining a good degree of accuracy. Since pose
estimation and the issue of facial recognition are large in scope, it is necessary to first place
limitations on the expected abilities of the pose estimation method.
The determination of facial pose in all three axes of rotation, requires a complex method
as shown by previous examples, and may not always be possible for the task at hand. Also,
certain applications, such as tracking could only require one direction of change. Thus, the first
limitation of the method is the restriction to only determine the yaw angle directional change.
The determination of this angle has the most potential to be applied to other applications like
classification and recognition. Focusing on only one angle of change allows for a greater
understanding of how features are deformed and detected as this pose changes. Limiting pose to
only one direction is not unusual, since other references such as [11], look primarily at roll and
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translational pose changes, while reference [13] centers on pitch change. This does not mean that
the proposed method could not be expanded to other directional changes, as discussed later.
Another limitation is the presence of occlusions in the image. Occlusions result from
objects in an image that can obstruct the view of features or the head as a whole. Hats, scarves,
glasses and even facial hair can be considered occlusions. Dealing with occlusions has been the
main focus of some researchers [16], but for the most part the problem remains unsolved. If a
feature cannot be seen in the image by the human eye, most feature detectors will likewise be
unable to determine the location. The proposed method assumes that no occlusions are present in
the image.
In addition the method does not support emotion in the facial images. If the person in an
image is smiling or frowning, the features can change in their apparent shape. It is assumed that
the person has a stoic expression with their mouth closed and eyes fairly open.
The final constraint is how far the face may turn in either direction. With the yaw and
pitch pose changes there exists a "vanishing
point"for facial features. This is where the feature is
no longer present or detectable in the image. With pitch, as the head descends below the
horizontal plane the nostrils disappear from view rapidly; other features, such as the mouth and
eyes, later become obstructed by the top of the head. With yaw directional changes, the eye in
the direction of change becomes the first frontal feature to be lost from view. Pose detection past
this point becomes impossible without the use of other features [19]. A second issue with
features at extreme angles is their deformation. The shape of the eyes and the shape of mouth
will change as the face turns in one direction or another. Training on the mouth or eyes at these
extreme angles degrades the ANN and therefore overall detection. This method limits the
directional change in the yaw direction to between 30 and -30 degrees. In the results section
additional results are presented from 45 to -45, so the reader may better observe the degradation
in performance as the angle increases beyond design limitations. Other limitations in the
algorithm or its implementation are more trivial and were caused by problems inherent to the
software or hardware. These further limitations are presented in their respective sections.
Now that the limitations placed on the method are understood, we can introduce our own
method of feature detection using ANNs. The first step in this process is skin detection, which is
used to limit the search area for features.
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3.2 Skin Detection
Skin detection is a necessary step in feature detection for three reasons. First the ANN
tends to be computationally expensive, so if skin detection can be used to only search for
features within a predetermined area instead of the entire image, the overall computation of the
system is reduced. Second, once the facial region is determined through skin detection, the
features of the face must, therefore, also be present in this region. The helps eliminate falsely
detected points. Finally, the feature detectors are limited in their invariance to scale, (see Chapter
5 for error analysis). The feature detectors work best if the image is a certain size and the eyes
and mouth fall within the size limitations of the network. This greatly reduces the robustness of
the algorithm, since images will rarely be of that specific size if taken in the real world. Skin
detection, therefore, allows scaling the image to the necessary size, based on the largest skin
region. The pose estimation should occur regardless of the initial size of the image as long as
detection of skin and features is correct.
Our first attempt at skin detection was with the use of the RGB histograms. This first skin
detection method was too sensitive to lighting conditions and tended to detect background
portions of the image as skin. The use of the YCbCr color has been shown in references [4] [25]
to be insensitive to lighting conditions and therefore seemed appropriate to our application.
The first step in skin detection is to build the ground truth information that will be used to
determine the presence of skin. Color facial images of size 1600x1200 were gathered from ten
individuals of varying ethnic groups, their skin regions were then selected manually. The images
were converted to the YCbCr color space. This resulted in millions of color tone pixels, which
can be used for future comparison. A 2-D histogram was developed which is shown in Figure 6.
This figure is similar to other histograms presented by reference [25], even though they used a
much larger set ofweb-based images.
The next step was to process this information into a lookup table using the Cr and Cb
color values and the probabilities from the histogram that a pixel of this coloring is skin. A
threshold probability was used to eliminate outliers on the histogram. The elimination of these
pixels helped to avoid errors caused by the manual detection of skin during the collection
process.
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3D plot of CR and CB in skin range
"
Figure 6: Skin detection histogram
Skin detection is performed on the image using this lookup table. The color image is
scanned pixel by pixel and each pixel is converted from RGB to YCbCr using Equations (l)-(3).
The values for the Cb and Cr are compared to the table, and if their values are above the threshold
probability, then that pixel is considered to be skin. It can be noted that other methods [24] [25]
make more complex uses of color probability to eliminated false detection of skin. In our method
this is not necessary, since we use morphological operations to eliminate possible false points
and fill in any undetected areas.
An example of the results produced by the skin detection is shown in Figure 7. At this
point a skin mask is created from the detected area that needs to be processed with
morphological filters to remove stray pixels and fill in gaps in the image. The first morphological
process is closing, i.e. dilation followed by erosion. During the dilation process a 3x3 block is
passed over each pixel in the image, if the center pixel is detected as skin then the neighboring
pixels are also marked as skin. Dilation has the overall effect of increasing the size of the skin
region and reducing the number of holes in the interior. During the erosion step a 3x3 block is
again passed over the image, any pixels which have been detected as skin and not surrounded by
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other skin pixels are now removed. Closing has the effect of filling in interior parts of the image
that were not detected as skin during processing. Figure 8 shows the results of the Morphological
operations. From this figure the areas for the eyes and open areas in the forehead and cheek have
been filled in allowing for smoother regions.
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Figure 7: Original image and detection skin area
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Figure 8: Result ofmorphological filters
The next step in the process is image segmentation shown in Figure 9. In this figure, each
region has been given a different gray level to make it more distinguishable. During this process
a running tally is kept which determines how many pixels are in a given region.
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Figure 9: Skin region image
The facial region is determined to be the region with the most skin pixels; this can also be
viewed as the region with the largest area. The image goes through the final processing stage
which removes all the other regions. During this stage the facial region is also filled in, removing
any remaining gaps left out by the morphological processing. This final step is necessary to
allow for images of different sizes and viewing distances to be processed correctly, closing alone
cannot always accomplish this unless it is done multiple times which is costly. The final region
image is shown below in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Final facial region
Some other examples of the skin detection process help to show its limitations and
robustness. Figure 1 1 through Figure 13 show what happens when other skin tone areas are
introduced into the image such as a hand.
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Figure 1 1 : Original image with hand
Figure 12: Region image with hand
Figure 13: Final facial area with hand
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The hand in the image is separated out during the region process and later removed
leaving only the facial area. With multiple people or faces in an image a similar affect occurs, the
face which is closest to the camera is determined to be the facial region and the pose estimation
process will occur on that region. Figure 14 introduces some of the problems with the skin
detection method.
Figure 14: Effect of connected skin regions
The above figure shows what happens when another flesh tone object comes into
contact with the head region. The transition between the two objects is not great enough for them
to be separated out during the region process. This also happens ifmultiple faces are in an image
and are touching or at least appear that they are connecting. The result is a much larger facial
region than is actually there and therefore incorrectly scales the image during normalization. The
best way to deal with regions like this is to explore methods of elliptical shape fitting to find the
actual face in the image. Unfortunately most methods that accomplish this are complex and
outside the scope of this thesis, this does however provide an area of future work.
Figure 15 shows that the skin table can also handle other skin tones than those presented
in the previous examples. With using the YCbCr color space a few colors are sometimes either
detected falsely or not at all. The most apparent color that has problems is red at either high or
low luminance. The redness in faces that occurs with blushing has the same chrominance as dark
or bright reds. One possible way to correct this false detection is to avoid pixels at extreme
luminance. Likewise, certain hair tones are also sometimes falsely detected as skin due to similar
coloring such as people with very light blonde hair.
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Figure 15: Skin tones
While the skin detection method is by no means perfect, it does satisfy the needs of the
algorithm by providing a method to scale the images and to limit the search area for facial
features. The next section discusses how the facial region is now used to normalize the image
along with other image processing methods.
3.3 Image Normalization
In order to improve feature detection and therefore pose estimation, it is necessary to
introduce methods that improve the quality of the image and make it suitable for processing by
the ANNs. This processing is known as image normalization. The two steps of normalization for
this method are scaling and contrast stretching.
Once the final skin region has been located, like in Figure 10, the original image can now
be scaled. The image is scaled either up or down depending on the viewing distance and size of
the original image. First the height and width of the facial region is measured. Next the
proportion of the facial region height to the facial region width is analyzed to see whether or not
the neck has been included in the region like in Figure 13 or just the facial area as in Figure 10. If
the width of the face is not greater than 2/3rds of the length, than the region includes the neck
and must be scaled with a different base value. The 2/3rds value was determined from previous
work related to anthropometric studies [2] and from our own experimentation with different
facial proportions. The width of the facial region changes as pose changes become larger at
extreme degrees, however it still falls within the stated proportions. The width cannot be used for
the final scaling since it changes based on the angle of pose. The base height for scaling is based
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on the height of the images used in training for the ANNs. This is the height the image must be
for the feature detectors to correctly detect the eyes and the mouth.
Scalerate = (4)
HeightofFacial Re gion
After the scale rate has been determined using Equation (4), the image is scaled down
with bilinear interpolation. The image is then converted from 24bit RGB to 8 bit gray scale for
the next stage ofnormalization, contrast stretching.
The contrast of an image is the distribution of its light and dark pixels. An image of low
contrast has a small difference between its pixel values. The histogram of a low contrast image is
usually skewed either to the left, as in the case of light images, or to the right, as in the case of
darker images. Histograms located around center are mostly gray. Contrast stretching is a
technique used to stretch the histogram of an image so that the full ranges of pixels values in the
image are filled. Contrast stretching helps make features standout more in the image compared to
skin areas.
The method of contrast stretching implemented here creates a histogram of pixel values.
The histogram is then clipped between the 0.5 and 99.5 percentiles- to eliminate outlier values
and for robustness. The highest and lowest values from the histogram are then set to 255 and 0
respectively. All other pixel values are then scaled according. This technique works best when
the histogram of the image is Gaussian in shape, but does not make full use allowed values [32].
Contrast stretching also helps deal with lighting effects to a limited extent.
Once the image has been normalized to the correct shape and contrast, the ANNs can be
used to determine final features. The next section introduces how the ANNs were created and
trained to suit the needs of the feature detectors.
3.4 Neural Network Training
Before the ANNs can be used for detection of facial features, they must first be trained
using images of the desired features. The images used in the training stage were from the
"Database of
Faces"
provided by AT&T Laboratories Cambridge [33]. This database consists of
40 92x1 12 grayscale images of individuals ranging in age and gender. For each individual there
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are ten images, taken under controlled lighting and distance conditions, at various poses. The
orientation of the faces varies slightly in both pitch and yaw, but exact angles are not given.
Frontal features are viewable in all images. Images containing facial hair, glasses, blinking, or
open mouths were eliminated from the training sets. These images were eliminated since
limitations do not allow for facial expressions or occlusions. Sample images are provided below.
Figure 16: Sample faces for training
The next step was to create sub-images of both the eye and the mouth. For each image in
the training set, the center of the right eye, left eye and mouth were manually selected. A sub-
image of 21x11 was then extracted around the eyes. For the mouth a sub-image of 33x13 was
used. The determination of the sub-image size is a tradeoffbetween speed and accuracy. A larger
sub-image size contains more image information, but also produces a much larger network and
requires more time for both training and detection. If the sub-image is too small, not enough
information is captured to make the feature different from other areas of the face. Thus, the
network may train or perform poorly.
In order to train a network correctly non-feature images needed to be collected from the
facial images. For each feature image collected, five non-feature sub-images were collected, of
the same size, from the around the face. Non-feature images include areas like facial edges, hair,
eye brows, nostrils and skin areas like the cheek. The figures below show some examples of
feature and non-feature sub-images.
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Fiaure 19: Mouth feature images
Figure 20: Non-mouth feature images
The collection of sub-images in this fashion resulted in a significant number of sub-
images to be used for training. The initial training set for the eye consisted of 276 eye images
and 1380 non-eye images. Eye images included both right eyes and left eyes. Initially, separate
networks were trained for each eye, but this proved to be impractical for a number of reasons.
The differences in shape from one eye to another are not drastic enough to be easily discernable
by the networks. As a result, with some of the images the right eye might be detected as the left
and vise-versa. Some of this detection is also due to shape changes caused during the rotation of
the head, the eye most visible in the image is given a higher weight with either eye network since
the eye in the direction of rotation undergoes more deformation. From the point of view of
efficiency, having two networks for eye detection requires the feature detection to be performed
3 times instead of 2, so in theory this would increase the time for feature detection by 33%. To
further expand the training set, sub-images were also collected from the four neighboring pixels
around the manually selected points. The use of these neighboring sub-images also helps with
centering during detection. Since the human face is symmetric, these sub-images were also
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vertically mirrored to further double the number of test images. The final test set for the eyes
now consists of 16560 images.
The mouth training set was generated in a similar manner as the eyes. The initial mouth
training set consisted of 143 mouth images and 715 non-mouth images. After using neighboring
sub-images and mirroring the final mouth set had 8580 images.
The Matlab Neural Network toolbox by Mathworks Inc. provides an easy way to train
and build the initial neural networks. The toolbox provides a number of training methods and
options for network construction. The ANNs for the detectors are fully connected feed-forward
networks consisting of three layers, an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer. The input
layer consisted of a node for each pixel of the sub-image; 23 1 input nodes for the eye network
and 429 input nodes for the mouth network. The hidden layer provides an additional layer of
weights and biases to help the network better retain training information. The number of hidden
nodes and their respective training functions were varied to determine the optimal network for
training. It should be noted that the training of the networks requires a significant amount of
memory during the training process. The larger the network the more memory is required.
Although all training was run on a computer with 1GB of RAM with full memory options on,
Matlab still had problems running out ofmemory with a large number of hidden nodes. Matlab
appears to have an upper limit with memory allocation regardless of the amount of system or
virtual memory available. This limited the size of the network that could be trained and tested.
Although results from the training show that the constructed networks still produced well-trained
networks.
Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the constructed networks and the respective number of
nodes in each layer. Also labeled are the transfer functions used after the inputs are combined
with the weights and biases. The transfer function works to limit the range possible on the output
of the node, Figure 23 shows the operation of the Logsig and Tansig transfer functions.
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Figure 2 1 : Eye network configuration
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Figure 22: Mouth network configuration
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Figure 23: Transfer functions [27]
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Once the configuration of the networks was set for construction, the networks were
trained using the back propagation method provided by the Matlab software. Since this training
is supervised, a value is also associated with each sub-image, 0.05 for non-feature images and
0.95 for feature images. These values were chosen instead of 0 and 1 to allow for more
variability with the adjustment of weights during training [34]. Also since training uses manually
selected features, not using 0 or 1 allows for slight errors to occur with the position of the images
without throwing off training. During training Matlab produces a value for the mean-square-error
(MSE) produced by the current epoch of the training. When the MSE reaches zero or stops
changing from one epoch to another, training stops. The accuracy of the network is the number
of correctly classified sub-images compared to the total number of training images. Training for
a single network requires several hours. Since the weights are initialized randomly, five networks
for each feature were trained and the network with the highest accuracy was used for detection.
Now that the networks are trained, we need to determine their accuracy and understand
exactly what the networks have been trained to do. The answer.comes in the form of two metrics
for each network, a confusion matrix and a Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve.
A confusion matrix relates the actual to the predicted classifications done by a
classification system such as a neural network. A number of calculations can be done to
determine false positive and true positive rates. Since we only care whether or not a sub-image is
classified as either a feature or non-feature, the confusion matrix is only 2x2, although for more
complex classification larger matrices maybe used.
Actual
Positive Negative
Predicted
Positive A B
Negative C D
Table 1 : Typical confusion matrix
Associated formulas:
A + D
Accuracy -
TotalCount
Truepositiverate
A
A + C
(5)
(6)
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Falsepositiverate = (7)
Truenegativerate = (8)
C
Falsenegativerate = (9)
Pr ecision = (10)
A + B
In order to create the confusion matrix a value must be chosen as the cutoff point for
determining whether or not a sub-image is a feature. Although the final output of the values
varies from 0 to 1, 0.5 is not necessarily the optimal point that maximizes the classification of the
network. To determine the optimal value we create an ROC graph using the trained network and
equations for the confusion matrix. ROC curves were created in the 1950's for use in analyzing
radio signals in which a high amount ofnoise was present [37]. ROC graphs provide a visual tool
for examining the tradeoff between the ability of a classifier to correctly identify positive cases
and the number of negative cases that are incorrectly classified. ROC graphs also contain, either
directly or indirectly, all information in the confusion matrix.
To develop the ROC graph for each network, the cutoff point for determining a feature or
non-feature was changed from 0 to 1 at 0.01 intervals. At each value a confusion matrix was
created using the training images and the networks, and the values for the true positive rate and
false positive rate were graphed. The resulting curves are shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25.
With a perfect classifier the shoulder of the curve would be placed at (0,1) and the area
under the curve would be 1.0. The worst curve possible is a diagonal line from (0,0) to (1,1) with
an area of 0.5. A network with this curve has the same ability at classification as random
guessing.
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Figure 24: Eye network ROC graph
ROC Curve for the Mouth Network
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Figure 25: Mouth network ROC graph
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By analyzing the graphs from the two networks we can determine the optimal confusion
matrices. The eye network graph in Figure 24 has an area of 0.953 and the mouth network in
Figure 25 has an area of 0.975. This shows that the mouth network actually trained better than
the eye network. This is surprising since the mouth shape tends to vary more in faces than the
eye, however the mouth sub-image was also larger than the eye and, therefore, had more
information to work with. The optimal value for the confusion matrices was determined by
finding the shoulder of the curve and then determining which cutoff value was present at that
point. For the eye network the optimal value was determined to be 0.19 and for the mouth
network the value was 0.34. At these values the accuracy of the network determined by the
matrix should be optimized, finding the best tradeoff between correctly classified features and
false positives. The resulting matrices for the eye and mouth are shown below.
Table 2: Eye network confusion matrix
Eye Network Matrix Actual
Positive Negative
Predicted
Positive 2429 1169
Negative 331 12631
Total count: 16560
Accuracy: 90.94%
True positive rate: 88.01%
False positive rate: 8.47%
True negative rate: 91.53%
False negative rate: 1 1 .99%
Precision: 67.51%
Table 3: Mouth network confusion matrix
Mouth Network
Matrix
Actual
Positive Negative
Predicted
Positive 1299 447
Negative 131 6703
Total count: 8580
Accuracy: 93.26%
True positive rate: 90.84%
False positive rate: 6.25%
True negative rate: 93.75%
False negative rate: 9.16%
Precision: 74.40%
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From the confusion matrices the accuracy of the networks can now be examined. The
Mouth network produced the best accuracy with 93%, the accuracy of the eye network was
similar with 90% correct classification. Again these values only reflect how well the networks
trained. In uncontrolled conditions the effects of noise, lighting, and human feature variation will
likely worsen detection rates. Now that the networks have been trained, the next section will
discuss the use of these networks in the actual feature detection process.
3.5 Feature Detection
The next stage in feature detection is to process the image with the ANNs and the skin
mask to determine possible feature locations. For each feature detector the image is processed
pixel by pixel. At each point a sub-image is exacted using the pixel as the center of the new
image. The size of this sub-image is based on the current feature being sought out. The sub-
image is now fed into the network. The neural network produces a value from 1 to 0 based on the
pixel information. This value may be viewed as the likelihood that the sub-image at that point is
a feature. High values like 0.9 are most likely feature locations, while values closer to zero are
non-feature locations. The value from the network is placed into a map of the weights at the
same point from where the sub-image was taken. Figure 26 shows a visual representation of this
process. This figure also better demonstrates how the sub-image is entered into the ANN.
Although the sub-image is entered into the network row by row this does not mean reversing this
order will produce the same result. Since the network is fully connected, the relative location of
the pixels to one another is still a factor in the training process and influences the results.
Scanning the entire image in this fashion is still computational expensive, which is why
the use of the skin mask becomes necessary. With the skin mask in use, the sub-image is only
extracted and used in the network from points that fall within the detected facial region. This can
significantly cut down on processing if the face only makes up a small portion of the image. The
skin mask also cuts down on false detection by eliminating background influence. At this point
two weight maps exist one for the eye features and one for the mouth feature. Visual
representations of these maps are presented in Figure 30 and Figure 3 1 .
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Figure 26: Process of scanning the image
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Figure 27: Original color image
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Figure 28: Detected facial region
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Figure 29: Grayscale image
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Figure 30: Mouth weighted location map
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Figure 3 1 : Eye weighted location map
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Figure 32: Eye weight location map after average filter
In the weight maps the locations of the eyes or mouth appear brighter than the other
areas. It should also be noted that these are not the only locations that appear bright in the image.
Other areas of high intensity that are not features are the falsely detected areas. With eyes,
common areas that cause false detection occur in areas of high intensity change such as facial
edges or shirt collars. Hair can also cause problems, but the use of the skin facial region helps to
eliminate these features. Other areas of concern are the nostrils due to their similar shape to
pupils. With the detection of the mouth, areas of concern include the eyebrows due to their
similar size, shape and color in gray scale images. The curve of the chin also caused some
problems with test images. Lighting effects can often cause shadowing in the face that in turn
causes false detection.
To reduce false detection an average filter is then used on the weight map of each feature.
The average filter goes through the image pixel-by-pixel. At each pixel the value of the pixel is
replaced by average value of that pixel and its surrounding neighbors. Typically the average
filter has the effect of blurring an image, but the reason for using it here is slightly different.
When the image is processed with the ANNs, the center of the feature should be given the
highest value. However neighboring pixels are also given relatively high values. With falsely
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detected areas, rarely are all of the neighboring pixels also of a high intensity. The average filter
combines the detection of the feature at that point with its neighbors, thus eliminating false
detection when it occurs in single pixel spikes. A secondary effect of the averaging filter is to
improve detection on the very center of the feature. Different sizes of filters were used including
3x3, 5x5, and 7x7. The 7x7 filters over blurs the image and actually degraded detection. The 5x5
appears to work the best with the images in the testing set and was therefore used. Figure 32
shows the results of the averaging filter and may be compared to the original image in Figure 31.
Although filtering removes some of the false detection it does not eliminate all points. To further
reduce false detection we use limits during the application of the facial template to the 2-D
image, this is presented in the next section.
3.6 Template MatchingAlgorithm
The facial template used in this method is based on the triangle formed by the eyes and
the mouth. This triangle is also the primary way in which pose is estimated so it is important that
all features and the matching template are correctly fitted to the face. This section goes into how
the use of this triangle helps to localize the final position of the features. The applied templates
are shown below:
Frontal PositionHeadModel Side PositionHeadModel
Alpha 3
Figure 33: Facial templates
Once the weight maps have been generated, possible points for features need to be
determined. This is done by going through the image and determining localized maxima within
the map. Points are only valid if they are above the threshold determined from the ROC graphs.
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Below this threshold the sub-image is more likely to be a non-feature. If no points are found
above this threshold, then the image is assumed not to be a face and matching can fail. At the
conclusion of this process two lists exist, one containing the possible locations of the eyes, and
one containing the possible locations of the mouth.
During template matching all possible combinations of eyes and mouths from the lists are
looked at. The list for the eyes is basically duplicated for each eye. Combinations that do not fit a
basic set of rules are eliminated as possible facial matches. The rules are:
1 . The mouth must be located below both eyes
2. The right eye must be right of the left eye
3. The left eye must be to the left of the right eye.
4. The eyes must be relatively horizontal to one another.
5. The mouth should also fall between the two eyes.
It should be noted that the last rule only holds true for the allowed range of the method.
In profile images the mouth may actually appear to one side of both eyes.
Next the angles between the points are analyzed to further eliminate poorly fitting
templates. Limitations on these angles are based on the theoretical model presented in chapter 4.
For example, if the angle by the mouth is less than 10 degrees, then this face does not fit
expected proportions as presented by the theory model or in other resources such as [2]. The
conclusion is that this is probably not a face at all or one of the points is a falsely detected point.
The final template is selected from the remaining combinations by summing the weights of the
right eye, left eye, and mouth. The combination that has the highest total weight is selected as the
final template for the pose estimation. Figure 34 shows the template that was matched to the
image shown in previous figures. The next chapter presents the head model that supports this
facial template and how this template is used to determine the actual pose of the face.
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Figure 34: Final applied template
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Chapter 4: Pose Estimation Theory and Models
With the development of any model for practical use a number of items must be kept in
mind. First the model must be generic enough to fit a wide range ofhuman faces while still being
useful to the task at hand. Also the more complex the model the more computational expensive it
tends to be. Since the focus of this thesis is to be as efficient as possible, the model presented
was developed to kept complexity to a minimum well still being able to determine pose. This
chapter goes into the theoretical development of two methods for determining pose. The first
uses two eyes and the mouth, this model is mainly for determining the pose at the frontal
position. The second method again uses three features but replaces the farthest eye in the rotation
by the tip of the nose. This second method could potentially be used for determining the pose of
the face at angles beyond 30 degrees.
4. 1 Frontal Position Head Model
In the first head model the eyes and the mouth are used as the primary feature points. The
head itself is treated as a spherical object of radius r that rotates upon and the y-axis. The mouth
and eyes are treated as existing on the same vertical plane within this sphere.
The distance between the eyes labeled d, also called the intra-ocular distance, has been
shown in a number of references [11] [20] to vary as the pose of the head changes, with the
greatest intra-ocular distance existing in the frontal position. This distance cannot be used alone
to determine the pose of the face, since it varies too much from individual to individual. The use
of any facial distances in pose determination makes such methods too dependent on scaling. To
understand how feature position changes with the change in the yaw angle we start with an
overhead view of the head model shown in Figure 35.
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Overhead.
Frontal position
2d plane
Figure 35: Head model - overhead view
In Figure 35 variable d' represents the projection of the intraocular distance onto a 2-D
plane, Again
'r7 is the radius of the sphere forming the head. The ultimate goal here is to
eliminate the use of distances from the final equations to make the method more independent of
size; however distances are still needed for the intermediate model formulation. 0O is the angle
formed by the line from the center of rotation to either eye and the line running through the
center of the face. This angle is constant during rotation, but varies from person to person which
will be dealt with later on. At the forward position,
d' is equal to the actual intraocular distance
on the face d . From this figure the following equations can be formed for the model at the
frontal position.
d = dt+d2 (11)
d'
= dl + d'-, (12)
sin 0n = L => r
d
sin 0O sin 0Q
(13)
The next figure looks at what happens to the features as the model turns in the yaw-
direction by angle 0T .
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2d plane
Figure 36: Head model - overhead view during rotation
Figure 36 introduces the changes to the 2-D projection once the model is rotated by<9r.
As 0T changes,
d'
will also changes affecting how these features are perceived on the 2-D
plane, however r , d and 0O remain constant. From this diagram the following equations were
developed for the projected distances during rotation.
d'
= r sin(#0 +0T)-r sm{0T - 0O )
d2 = r sin(6>0 + 0T)-r sin(<9r )
d[ = r sin( 6T) - r sin( 0T - 6>0 )
(14)
(15)
(16)
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Figure 37: Head model side view
The side view of the head model introduces the mouth point into consideration. Angles
ffpti:,,^ form the interior angles of the template, where a, is the angle near the right eye
location, a2 is the angle near the left eye, and a3 represents the angle near the mouth of the
image. M is the magnitude of the height of the template, the distance from the mouth to the
horizontal eye line. During a rotation in only the yaw direction, the value ofM and its projected
M'
value would remain constant.
Determination of a, , a.-, , a.
The angles on the 3-D model are constant for a single face, on actual human faces these
angles vary from person to person. During the actual pose estimation process these angles will be
removed from consideration to make the model more generic. For the theoretical graphs we need
to determine approximate values for these angles to represent how rotation affects the model.
The values for these angles are based on the observation of human faces and taking the average
value of these angles in the frontal position. The average value of a,,a2,3 are as follows:
ax = a2 -
65"
and3 =
50
. These values are only used for the theoretical portion of the model
and do not influence the final pose estimation process.
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Determination of a\,a'-,,a\
The angles a\,a'2,a\ are values of the angles within the template after projection onto
the 2-D plane. Equations (17) through (19) make use of basic trigonometric equations to
determine the angles in terms of the template distances.
Figure 38: Geometric template on the 2-D plane
d\
(17)
,M\
a,-, - arctanf ) (18)
a\ = k - {a\ + a2 (19)
One final point that must be taken into consideration is the effect of magnification when
the input image is first captured. When a digital image is taken of an individual, the camera
invokes an optical lens before the CCD captures the image information. This change must also
be taken into account before developing the final equations.
Mag = Magnificationfactor =
H
(20)
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Figure 39: Magnification during image capturing
If
M' is the projection of M onto a 2-D plane then let M" be the value of M after
scaling caused by the acquisition of the image. So the following equations can be considered.
M*Mag =M'*Mag =
M"
d'*Mag =
d"
d[ * Mag =
d"
d\_*Mag = d2
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
On the final image plane equations for a", a",
a"
need to be developed, these are the
angles after magnification has been considered.
ax = arctan()
d.
a2 - arctan( )d"
a': = 7r-(a"+a2)
(25)
(26)
(27)
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Combining Equations (21), (22), and (23) we get
a"
= arctan( ) = arctan( )
dx '*Mag d\
(28)
As Equation (28) shows, the scaling caused by acquiring the image is cancelled out as
long as the scaling is uniform throughout the image. The resulting equation now relates the angle
on the image to the projection of the face onto the 2-D plane. Combining Equation (18) with
Equation (16) and observing that M -
M'
we get:
ax = arctan(
M
r sin(6>r ) - r sin(6>r -0O)
) (29)
Substituting Equation (13) for r yields,
, = arctan
M
d,i *
v sin 0O
(sm(0T)-sm(0T-0o))
= arctan
M , sin#n*
dx sm{0T ) - sm(0T -0Q)
(30)
M
From the original 3-D model we know tan a, = and substituting this into Equation (30)
dx
yields the final equation for
a"
a'! = arctan tan(, )
:
sin 61,
V sin(^r)-sin(6r-60)
(3f
The equation for
a" is calculated in similar manner and yields
al = arctan tan(a2 )
:
sin 6*0
sin(^0-^)-sin(^r)
(32)
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And the equation for the third angle remains a combination of the other two
al = n-{a"+al) (33)
Figure 40 presents a plot of the facial template angles using these equations. For the
remaining variables in the equations, values representing the average face were used. The
symmetry of this graph should be noted.
Theoretical angle change due to pose
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Figure 40: Theoretical angles due to pose
Figure 41 now compares these lines to the changes in the angles of an actual face. While
the lines match this face quite well, this is not always the case. The next section will use the
equations developed here but remove the need for prior knowledge of the facial proportions
when determining pose.
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Figure 41 : Comparison of theory angles to a real face
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4.2 Frontal Position HeadModel - Pose Estimation Process
To estimate the pose of the face we need to use the information from the model in the
previous section, but normalize the angles to fit any face. Since the angles by the eyes are so
symmetrical in nature, they can be used in determining pose. First additional theoretical curves
are created by varying the values of the template angles at the frontal position, the values of
ccx,cc2,a3 in Equations (31) through (33). Next the two angles by the eyes are plotted against
one another to observe any useful information. Also plotted are lines connecting the points at 0,
30 and -30 on the curves, these lines give a reference point between the curves.
Looking at the lines in Figure 42, we notice that they converge at (90, 90) which is the
maximum magnitude the angles may achieve. We now invert this graph so that the line and
corresponding curves center at the origin. This graph is shown in Figure 43.
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Figure 42: Eye angles alphal vs. alpha2
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Figure 43: Inverse graph of alphal vs. alpha2
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From Figure 43 we are able to find the final formula for pose estimation. The 0 degree
line is a 45 degree line connecting the angle values which occur in the frontal pose position. At
the frontal position the angles by the eyes should always be equal due to facial symmetry.
Comparing this line to the other connecting lines, we observe that the intersecting angle is equal
to the facial pose.
The formula for determining the angle between intersecting lines is presented below.
, , . Linelslope - Linelslope ,.
\as\(angle) = (34)
1 + Linelslope * Linelslope
Combining Equation (34) with the equations from the previous section we develop the
final equation for determining pose. This equation is based only on the values determined from
fitting the template to the image and not on any prior knowledge of the face. The equation also
helps in understanding how pose is actually being estimated. The pose is based on the difference
between the two eyes angles. The difference between the angles is normalized by the third angle
which is why it works on different faces.
0T - arctan
f \
a2 -ax
3
(35)
Chapter 5 covers how well this equation works to estimate pose for both manual and
automatic detection. A second method of determining is presented in the next section using only
a single eye, the mouth and the nose.
4.3 Side Position HeadModel
The first presented head model is not without limitations, most notably when the head
turns near 45 degrees. Around this angle the farthest eye is no longer visible on the 2-D plane.
The exact angle of this 'vanishing
point'
varies with individual due to head shape and size. A
second model is therefore presented with the potential to detect the pose beyond the 30 degree
limit.
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In this second model the eye in the turning direction is eliminated in favor of the nose-tip
of the face. The nose tip feature has been used in a number of other models (see Chapter 2), but
the detection of this feature is problematic due to its difficulty in detection. Again the eye and the
mouth are treated as existing on the same vertical plane within the sphere. The nose tip however
exists on a separate parallel plane distance h from the eye-mouth plane.
The formulation of equations for this second model is presented in a similar fashion as
the first, but the position of the nose on the face is taken into account. Again we start with an
overhead view of the facial sphere in Figure 44. The most important feature of this diagram is the
presence of the nose at distance h above the eye mouth plane. It is this distance that must be
considered with the second model. Reference [12] makes use of having the nose h distance from
the eye-mouth plane, but determined the location of the nose based on relative distances from
other features.
7Over liead
Frontal position
2d plane
Figure 44: Head model - overhead view with nose
Figure 45 shows how these features change after rotation in the yaw direction and their
projected values on the 2-D plane. From this figure equations for
h' and^'
can be developed.
However, the equation for d\ remains the same as with the Frontal Position Model and was
previously presented in Equation (16).
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( turnedby T )
2d plane
Figure 45: Head model - rotated overhead view with nose
/z'
= 0 + r)sin((9,)-rsin(<9,) (36).
This equation is now applied to the side view of the model present below
Frontal view Side view
axis of rotation
axis of rotation
2d plane
Figure 46: Head model - side view with nose
The side view of the head model introduces not only the mouth point into consideration,
but also the vertical placement of the nose feature. Angles BX,B2,B3 form the interior angles of
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the template, where Bx is the angle near the eye location, B2 is the angle near the nose, while B3
represents the angle near the mouth of the image. Again M is the magnitude of the height of the
template, the distance from the mouth to the horizontal eye line. M needs to be divided into two
addition variables, Mx andM2, representing the position of the nose along the M line. During a
rotation in only the yaw direction, the value of M and its projected
M'
value would remain
constant. The consideration of optics is the same with this model as the Frontal Position Model
and will not be repeated.
Determination of B[ , B2 , B3
The angles B[,B'2,B'3 are values of the angles within the template after projection onto
the 2-D plane. Figure 47 shows a more detailed view of the template on the image plane with the
angles and distances labeled. This figure introduces the use of variable y that incorporates the
height and vertical position of the nose into a single variable. Again simple trigonometric
equations are used to relate the angle of the template to the corresponding distances.
Figure 47: Geometric template on the 2-D plane
B[ = n-{B'2 + B'3)
P'_ =
A'
=
arctan
( M i \
Kd'x+ti
f \A'\
+ arctan
M\
v
h' )
arctan
d[ f i
' \
+ arctan
M'2)/
M'
- M\ + M\
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
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tan(x) =
M\
(41)
The final equations are developed by combining Equations (16) and (37) through (41).
The equations are then rewritten into the more useable forms presented below.
B'3 = arctan
B'-, = arctan
tan(/?3)*
tan(/?2)
sin(6'7. ) - sin(<9r -0O)
sin((90 )
sin(6>r ) - sin(<9r -0O)
sin(^0)
B[ = n-{B';+B2-)
+ arctan(tan(/)*sin(<97-)) (42)
+ arctan(tan(x)*sin(6'r)) (43)
(44)
Figure 48 is a graph of these equations as pose changes and Figure 49 is a Comparison of
these curves to actual image information.
Theoretical angle change due to pose
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Figure 48: Theory angles for side view head model
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Figure 49: Comparison of theory angles to real face for side view head model
These equations show that the use of the nose as a feature point introduces an additional
variable for the position of the nose on the face. The next section discusses using this angle
information in a generic manner to avoid differences in facial features from person to person.
4.4 Side Position HeadModel - Pose Estimation Process
With the second model the same symmetry cannot be used to determine pose, since the
second eye is no longer considered viewable. A new method must then be found to determine
pose using Bx,B^,andB3. First to reduce variations in the frontal angles from individual to
individual the angles were normalized relative to one another shown in Equations (45) through
(47).
AA
A =
A+A
A
A+A
(45)
(46)
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A'
=
A
A+A
(47)
The angle B[ changes only slightly as the pose changes, so it was determined that the
remaining angles be used to determine pose. We start by looking at a graph of the proportion of
A
j versus the change in pose. The theoretical curve was generated by using Equations (42)
A
through (44). The values for B2 and B3 in these equations were determined using the average
angle values from several of the test images. The resulting graph is shown in Figure 50.
The curve in Figure 50 approaches 0 as the pose increases towards 90 degrees. Since this
1 A
curve resembles a graph of a graph of90/ versus the pose change should result in a linear
x B3
relationship that can be used to determine pose.
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Figure 50: Pose Angle vs. the proportion of template angles
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Figure 5 1 : Linear approximation for pose from theory data
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Figure 52: Linear approximation for pose compared to image data
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Figure 5 1 shows the resulting linear relationship from the theoretical information. Figure
52 then compares linear approximation to real data. The red line depicts the theoretical line
developed from the previous graphs and Equations (45) through (47). The other two lines
represent data from image sets used to clarify the theoretical model. The final equation to
determine pose is:
PoseAngle
90
A,
int ercept
"A
Slope
(48)
The next chapter will analyze the accuracy of the equations developed in this chapter and
the sources ofpossible error. A comparison is made between the two presented models and the
effect of automatic feature detection on pose estimation.
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Chapter 5: Pose Estimation Results and Accuracy
5.1 Image Set
In order to verify the pose estimation algorithm, images of individuals at various poses
under controlled conditions were needed. Although there are a number of facial databases
available to the public, these databases often do not include image information such as the angle
ofpose. Therefore our own database needed to be created to confirm the theoretical results.
The approach to building a facial data offers its own challenges. Researchers have tried to
obtain pose images by having the individual look at a specific pose marks on a wall and then take
a picture. Some have used a laser pointer on top of the person's head and had that person align
the laser with a distance mark for each pose [7]. Using multiple cameras positioned around a
stationary individual offers a better alternative to having the individual move. Even more
sophisticated ways involve having a person's head three-dimensionally scanned and later
extracting images for use at the desired pose [4]. Having a person move their head for the pose
images seems to introduce too much variability into the image collection. Our own method will
have the individual stationary to limit the amount ofhuman error into the system.
To control external conditions on the image, a platform was constructed to form a
semicircle around the test subject's head. Marks were made on this platform at every 5 degrees
around the face. A picture taken of the face at one of these marks equals the pose of that facial
image. Images were taken at 5 degrees around the face from 45 to -45, with 0 degrees being
considered the frontal position. Final results were limited from 30 to -30 degrees, since feature
detection worsens considerably past this point. The environment's lighting condition was kept
constant for each individual by controlling external lighting sources. The individual was also
asked to maintain a constant facial expression throughout the image capturing process.
The capturing of images was limited to the resources on hand and the individuals that
were willing to be test subjects. Ideally multiple cameras could have been used around the face,
but this would have required a total of 19 digital cameras that would have been costly. The setup
provided an inexpensive alternative to more sophisticated methods, and produced an acceptable
series of images. Some error exists if the person's head was not. centered for the image collection
process, however the amount of this error is difficult to determine.
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The images for testing were taken from ten individuals ranging in age and gender. This
makes for a total of 130 test images used to test the accuracy of the proposed methods, none of
these images were used in the training of the ANN's. Sample test images are shown below; these
images were cropped around the face to show the change in pose.
Figure 53: Sample test images
5.2 Manual Feature Detection
The first step in determining the accuracy of the model is to gather results based only on
the final pose estimation step. The features for both of the models were selected by hand. The
coordinates of the features were then used to determine pose using the calculations presented in
chapter 4. The size of the image should not matter for manual feature selection since the final
methods is based on the angles of the template, not pixel distances. However the test images
were first scaled down manually to the size necessary for the feature detectors to remove one
more variable from the testing process.
Manual detection has its drawbacks. Two individuals might choose the center of the eye
or the mouth at slightly different locations. If the chosen centers vary by even a few pixels the
determined pose can vary by several degrees. See section 5.4 for a more detailed analysis. The
next section looks at the manual feature selection for the Frontal Position Model.
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5.2.1 Frontal Position Model
The following tables show the results for the ten images sets with manual feature
detection. The tables show the average, minimum and maximum error for each individual image
set as well as the test results as a whole. Each table has a different range over which the facial
pose was tested. Presenting the data in this fashion allows analysis regarding the degradation in
performance as the angle of pose increases. The best results are obtained when estimating the
pose from 20 to -20 degrees, as shown in Table 6. The error continues to increase as the range
increases. At 45 to -45 the average error has increased by 1.3 degrees. With manual detection
this may not seem like much, but this will become noticeable when automatic detection is used.
The minimum and maximum values show the general range of values produced. Some poses
with the image sets produced the exact desired values, while others produced errors as high as 1 7
degrees. The high pose errors are likely caused by poor detection of the facial features during the
manual selection process. Error is also introduced if the face is rotated even slightly in the image.
Further enhancements to the method should introduce detection and correction for facial rotation.
45 to -45
Image Set Ave Error (deg) Minimum Error (deg) Maximum Error (deg)
1 8.09 0.00 17.40
2 3.08 0.14 6.04
3 2.62 0.14 6.01
4 5.79 0.71 12.53
5 6.59 0.00 16.11
6 5.94 0.01 17.20
7 4.92 0.35 10.00
8 4.61 0.36 10.71
9 6.53 0.43 15.69
10 2.69 0.11 7.69
All 5.09 0.00 17.40
Table 4: Pose error for 45 to -45 degrees using manual feature detection
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30 to -30
Image Set Ave Error (deg) Minimum Error (deg) Maximum Error (deg)
1 4.42 0.00 14.40
2 2.62 0.14 6.03
3 2.23 0.14 4.82
4 6.04 0.71 12.07
5 7.48 0.91 16.11
6 4.48 0.02 13.74
7 4.05 0.34 6.99
8 3.94 0.36 10.71
9 5.15 0.43 12.33
10 2.39 0.11 5.23
All 4.28 0.00 16.11
Table 5: Pose error for 30 to -30 degrees using manual feature detection
20 to -20
Image Set Ave Error (deg) Minimum Error (deg) Maximum Error (deg)
1 2.56 0.00 9.55
2 2.85 0.60 6.03
3 2.47 0.20 4.35
4 6.72 1.07 12.07
5 4.28 0.91 16.11
6 3.63 0.82 9.17
7 3.05 0.35 6.99
8 2.73 0.36 9.47
9 3.39 0.43 6.07
10 2.33 0.11 5.23
All 3.71 0.00 16.11
Table 6: Pose error for 20 to -20 degrees using manual feature detection
To help visualize the pose error in the image sets the following graphs have been created
comparing the actual to the real pose for the images. The first set of graphs is based on image set
3 and produced the best results over 45 to -45 degrees. The second set is based on image set 1
and produced the worst results.
With the best case scenario the error is fairly uniform across the change in pose. The
calculated pose is close to the actual pose even at extreme angles. With the worst case scenario
the error increases as the face nears the extreme angle. The image set performed poorly because
the face in the image is tilted slightly near the extreme angles.
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Figure 54: Best case manual detection pose results, Frontal Position Model
Image set 3 pose error
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Figure 55: Best case manual detection error, Frontal Position Model
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Image set 1 pose results
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Figure 56: Worst case manual detection pose results, Frontal Position Model
Image set 1 pose error
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Figure 57: Worst case manual detection error, Frontal Position Model
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5.2.2 Side Position Model
Similar to the Frontal Position Model, the following tables show the results for the ten
images sets with manual feature detection. Again the best results occur when only measuring the
pose from 20 to -20 degrees shown in Table 9. i
Compared to the Frontal Position Model all of the shown error is higher. The average
error for all ranges is 1-2 degrees higher, while the maximum error is of greater concern, since it
is almost ten degrees higher when compared to the Frontal Position Model. The increase in error
with this second method is due to the increased variability in the position of the nose. The
purpose of this second model is to eliminate the need for the second half of the face, with less
information comes less accuracy.
45 to -45
Image Set Ave Error (deg) Minimum Error (deg) Maximum Error (deg)
1 6.79 1.95 15.80
2 6.32 0.02 22.28
3 6.04 0.18 14.59
4 5.36 0.94 13.70
5 6.61 0.10 18.40
6 8.44 0.20 25.70
7 10.00 0.51 17.12
8 5.64 0.32 13.60
9 8.64 0.31 23.03
10 9.03 0.97 24.11
All 7.29 0.02 25.70
Table 7: Pose error for 45 to -45 degrees using manual feature detection
30 to -30
Image Set Ave Error (deg) Minimum Error (deg) Maximum Error (deg)
1 5.85 2.78 10.30
2 4.90 0.02 22.28
3 3.80 0.18 8.00
4 5.76 0.94 13.75
5 6.12 0.10 18.40
6 5.86 0.20 12.33
7 10.40 3.28 15.99
8 4.25 0.33 10.35
9 4.76 0.31 9.87
10 6.19 0.96 15.21
,
All 5.79 0.02 22.28
Table 8: Pose error for 30 to -30 degrees using manual feature detection
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20 to -20
Image Set Ave Error (deg) Minimum Error (deg) Maximum Error (deg)
1 5.52 2.81 8.26
2 2.07 0.02 6.16
3 3.86 0.18 , 8.00
4 4.36 0.94 12.71
5 5.87 0.10 18.40
6 5.07 0.20 10.18
7 10.03 3.28 15.99
8 4.78 0.97 10.35
9 4.19 0.31 9.39
10 3.90 0.97 7.94
All 4.96 0.02 18.40
Table 9: Pose error for 20 to -20 degrees using manual feature detection
Graphs showing the best-case and worst-case scenarios for the Side Position Model are
shown in Figure 58 through Figure 61. Again the error appears to worsen as the image turns
towards a profile view. The manual detection of the features, particularly the nose tip, becomes
more difficult with the side view.
With the best-case scenario the pose results follow closely to the actual pose. The error
with this image set is relatively low but increases with the increase in angle. With the worst case
scenario the error is high across the whole change in pose. This leads to the conclusion that
despite steps taken to normalize the angles between the features of the face, this particular
person's facial features generally worked poorly for the pose detection method.
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Figure 58: Best case manual detection pose results, Side Position Model
Image set 2 pose error
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Figure 59: Best case manual detection pose error, Side Position Model
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Figure 60: Worst case manual detection pose results, Side Position Model
Image set 7 pose error
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Figure 61: Worst case manual detection pose error, Side Position Model
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5.3 Automatic Feature Detection
The next step in analyzing the results for the pose estimation process is to introduce the
automatic detection of features using ANNs. The test set images were, all processed according to
the steps presented in chapter 3. The ANNs and template matching produced the location of the
eyes and mouth, these locations were then used to determine pose. The program was able to
match a template to the face for 120 of the 130 test images, resulting in a 92% detection rate. The
images that were not correctly detected tended to fall near the extreme angle or were not scaled
correctly because of the skin detection.
30 to 30
Image Set Ave Error (deg) Minimum Error (deg) Maximum Error (deg)
1 4.43 0.14 10.07
2 4.01 0.91 7.39
3 4.33 0.36 13.61
4 11.80 0.84 30.19
5 9.19 1.14 23.66
6 7.65 0.39 16.51
7 3.83 0.01 15.00
8 4.86 1.63 25.00
9 8.57 0.02
'
24.56
10 5.44 0.00 13.91
All 6.41 0.54 30.19
Table 10: Pose error for 30 to -30 degrees using automatic feature detection
Frontal Position Model Side Position Model Frontal Position Model
30 to 30 Manual detection Manual detection Automatic detection
Image Set Ave Error (deg) Ave Error (deg) Ave Error (deg)
1 4.42 5.85 4.43
2 2.62 4.90 4.01
3 2.23 3.80 4.33
4 6.04 5.76 11.80
5 7.48 6.12 9.19
6 4.48 5.86 7.65
7 4.05 10.40 3.83
8 3.94 4.25 4.86
9 5.15 4.76 8.57
10 2.39 6.19 5.44
i
All 4.28 5.79 6.41
Table 1 1 : Comparison chart for all pose methods
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Since there is error with the automatic feature detection,, the use of this detection
introduces additional error into the pose. Table 10 shows the results from the test images with
regards to the average, minimum, and maximum error. For all categories the error from
automatic detection was greater than the manually detected version. Table 1 1 compares the
results between the manual and automatic results for the Frontal Position Model.
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Figure 62: Sample comparison for pose results
On average the automatic feature detection introduced an additional 2.13 degrees of error
into the pose determination. Figure 62 shows a visual comparison between the automatic and
manual feature detection methods. Although the pose results for this particular image set were
relatively close to the actual pose, the results between the manual and automatic feature detection
methods yielded some interesting results. Because of the differences in selecting the center of the
features, relatively few of the points on the automatic and manual pose lines match up. The next
section is an analysis ofhow the error with feature detection propagates into error with pose.
5.4 ErrorAnalysis and Propagation
The greatest cause of error with the images is due to feature misdetection or not being
centered correctly. This section examines the effects of feature detection on pose with regards to
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locating the features and scaling. Figure 63 shows the template with the labeled coordinates. The
circles around the feature points represent the possible error in feature detection.
Possible
Figure 63: Error in the template
The first step with the error analysis is to observe how the error affects the angles formed
by the template. AX represents error in the x-coordinate and AT represents error in the y-
coordinate. The following equations show the propagation of these errors into the determination
of the angles.
To determine the angle between two lines, the slopes of those lines need to be
determined. The slope plus the slope error for any given set of points can be shown as
(Y2AY2)-(YXAYX)M + AM =
(X2+AX2)-(XXAXX)
and rewritten as AM nAy"2| + |A7,| \ax2\ + \axX
v (y,-y,) (x2-xx)
M
\> J
Next the error for each of the slopes is added to Equation (34) producing the following:
angle + Aangle = arctan (M, +AM,)-(M:+AM2)
"
V1 + (M, +AMX)*{M2 + AM2)y
The error in the angle alone can be approximated as:
Aangle = arctan(Z + AZ) - arctan(Z) = arctan
(MI+AM,)-(M2+AM2)
1 + (M,+AM,)*(M2+,AM2)
/
arctan
v
Ml-Ml
l +Ml*Ml J
Developing the equations further is problematic due to the presence of the arctangent
functions and the complexity of the equations, but the error can still be computed numerically.
We will assume that each angle and its error can be presented into the form angle Aangle . So
using Equation (35), the pose angle and its relative error can be seen as:
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6r AError= arctan
The error in the pose alone can be approximated as:
(a2 +Aa2 ) - (a, Aax )
a, Aa,
Error = arctan (a2
+Aa2)-(ax Aa,)
a3 Aa3
arctan
(
_
\
V cc.
Error will now be introduced into the feature locations and propagated numerically
through to the pose. Since the size of the feature locators is fixed, error will be introduced in the
form of pixel error. The facial area formed by the template is a constant 700 pixels, similar to
size of the facial area in the training set. Table 12 through Table 15 show the maximum error in
pose that results from the features being off by a set number of pixels, this information is
graphed by Figure 64 through Figure 67. These figures show that while the maximum pose error
is influenced by the current pose the effect is limited. The curves in the graphs stay relatively
close together, revealing only a slight change in maximum feature error as the pose changes. The
pose method is more sensitive to error when in the frontal position.
Eye
Closest to view Pose Angle (degrees)
A (Pixels) 0 5 10 20 30
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.25 0.82 0.77 0.73 0.65 0.56
0.5 1.66 1.53 1.45 1.29 1.11
0.75 2.52 2.27 2.16 1.91 1.64
1 3.38 3.00 2.85 2.51 2.16
1.5 5.16 4.42 4.18 3.69 3.16
2 7.00 5.78 5.47 4.81 4.12
2.5 8.88 7.09 6.69 5.88 5.03
3 10.82 8.34 7.87 6.91 5.90
3.5 12.81 9.54 9.00 7.88 6.90
4 14.85 10.69 10.08 8.82 8.04
4.5 16.94 11.80 11.12 9.71 9.22
5 19.05 12.86 12.11 10.57 10.43
Table 12: Pose error due to feature error in closest eye
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Pose error due to eye feature error
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Figure 64: Pose error due to feature error in closest eye
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Eye
In turning direction Pose Angle (degrees)
A (Pixels) 0 5 10 20 30
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.25 0.82 0.86 0.89 0.93 0.95
0.5 1.66 1.73 1.79 1.88 1.91
0.75 2.52 2.61 2.70 2.83 2.87
1 3.38 3.51 3.63 3.79 3.84
1.5 5.16 5.35 5.52 5.74 5.79
2 7.00 7.24 7.45 7.72 7.74
2.5 8.88 9.18 9.42 9.72 9.71
3 10.82 11.16 11.43 11.75 11.67
3.5 12.81 13.18 13.48 13.80 13.64
4 14.85 15.25 15.56 15.85 15.59
4.5 16.94 17.34 17.66 17.91 17.54
5 19.05 19.47 19.78 19.97 19.46
Table 13: Pose error due to feature error in farthest eye
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Pose error due to eye feature error
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Figure 65: Pose error due to feature error in farthest eye
Mouth
Pose Angle (degrees )
A (Pixels) 0 5 10 20 30
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.25 0.60 0.61 0.61 0.62 0.59
0.5 1.19 1.21 1.23 1.23 1.17
0.75 1.79 1.82 1.85 1.84 1.75
1 2.40 2.44 2.46 2.46 2.33
1.5 3.61 3.67 3.70 3.68 3.47
2 4.00 4.90 4.94 4.89 4.60
2.5 6.06 6.14 6.18 6.09 5.70
3 7.30 7.38 7.42 7.28 6.79
3.5 8.54 8.63 8.66 8.46 7.85
4 9.79 9.87 9.89 9.63 8.90
4.5 11.04 11.12 11.11 10.78 9.92
5 12.29 12.36 12.33 11.91 10.92
Table 14: Pose error due to feature error in mouth
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Pose error due to mouth feature error
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Figure 66: Pose error due to feature error in mouth
All features
Pose Angle (degrees )
A (Pixels) 0 5 10 20 30
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.25 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.20 2.09
0.5 4.50 4.50 4.49 4.39 4.15
0.75 6.78 6.77 6.74 6.5,5 6.18
1 9.06 9.04 8.98 8.70 8.16
1.5 13.64 13.56 13.42 12.90 12.29
2 18.19 18.02 17.77 17.21 16.45
2.5 22.67 22.38 22.11 21.78 20.52
3 27.03 27.12 27.12 26.30 24.45
3.5 32.35 32.38 32.11 30.69 28.18
4 37.85 37.57 36.97 34.87 31.68
4.5 43.23 42.58 41.61 38.79 34.93
5 48.36 47.31 45.96 42.42 37.92
Table 15: Pose error due to feature error in all features
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Figure 67: Pose error due to error in all features
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Figure 68: Allowed error in feature detection
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Figure 68 shows where the position of the feature is allowed to move while maintaining a
limited error in pose. The error limit for 5 degrees, 10 degrees and 20 degrees are shown. The
feature error was limited to 20 pixels, since some directions of movement could go on infinitely
while still falling within the allowed error limit. An example of this is the movement of the
mouth feature in the y direction.
Figure 69 shows how this error would appear graphically for the Frontal Position Model.
Errors in the two top angles of the template cause the points on the graph to be off by a
combination of this error. When the pose is calculated from the graph the final pose will either be
higher or lower than the actual pose.
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Figure 69: Graphical representation of error
The graphs of pose error resulting from error in feature detection show how sensitive the
pose is to proper feature detection. Just a single pixel off in all of the features may result in a 10
degree error. It should be noted that since the size of the eye feature is only 1 1 pixels high, an
error of more than 5 or 6 pixels should be considered as false feature detection rather than error
in placement. The following figures look at relative error in feature location in the x and y
direction. These figures show what happens to the error in pose due to feature error when the size
of the image is not an issue.
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3D plot of pose error
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Figure 70: 3-D plot of pose error due to relative error in eye detection
3D plot of pose error
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Figure 71 : 3-D plot ofpose error due to relative error in mouth detection
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The previous error graphs show the range and maximum errors possible with pose
estimation but not the most common. The following Monte Carlo simulation is offered to show
typical error in pose. The simulation randomly inserts pixel error into the each of the feature
locations. Error ranges between -10 and 10 pixels in a uniform distribution. The pose is
calculated with the error for a total of one million runs. The results of the simulation are shown
in Figure 72. The shape of the graphs shows a normal distribution with the bulk of the error
falling between 20 and -20 degrees. Although the maximum error possible with 10 pixels is 80
degrees, this error rarely occurs with the simulation.
x
iq4 Monte Carlo error simulation 1000000 runs
-100 -B0 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100
Error in turning angle, degrees
Figure 72: Monte Carlo simulation, introducing error into all features
Changing the range of the allowed error in the simulation causes the histogram to narrow
for smaller ranges and widen for larger ranges. Figure 73 shows the curve of the histograms for
three Monte Carlo simulations each using a different range of allowed pixel error. Table 16
shows the resulting average and standard deviation values for the histogram curves.
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Figure 73: Monte Carlo simulation, effect ofvarying the error range
Pixel
Error
Average
Standard
Deviation
1 0.00027 1.05
5 0.011 5.29
10 -0.014 10.73
Table 16: Average and standard deviation values for Monte Carlo simulations
The final step in error analysis is to look at the effect of scaling on the feature detection.
The following graphs in Figure 74 and Figure 75 were created from 1600x1200 images. The
location of the eye and mouth were manually determined on the large image. The image was
then scaled down by a factor less than one. At each scaling the location of the eye and mouth
were recalculated and the sub-image at that location was fed into the appropriate network. The
scaling of the image and the resulting weight from the network were then graphed.
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Figure 74: Effect of scaling on eye detection
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Figure 75: Effect of scaling on mouth detection
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The optimal scaling for both features occurs around 12 percent. However detection of the
feature begins to worsen when scaling the image up or down a few percentage points. The lower
resolution images tend to produce more false detection points, since the facial image begins to
lose detail. One possible improvement to this method would be to scale the image slightly up and
down and perform the feature detection multiple times, the final template would be chosen from
among the scaled images. This improvement would be costly to the overall system
To summarize the results for this section, the pose results with manual feature detection
had an average error of 4.28 degrees for the frontal position model. The side position model
produced worse results with an average error of 5.79 degrees. The increase in error for the
second method is largely due to the uncertainty of the location of the nose tip and the lack of
information regarding the second halfof the face. The introduction of automatic feature detection
increases the pose error to 6.41 degrees, 2-3 degrees worse than the manual method. The error
from the automatic detection is from a number of sources. Incorrect scaling can cause false
detection points in the image or simply reduce the weight of the detected feature to a point where
it is no longer included in the template for the image. The pose method requires that the detected
feature location is fairly centered on the actual feature. A few pixels of error in the feature
location can result in several degrees of error. Although the maximum possible error in pose can
be large due to feature placement, the Monte Carlo simulation shows that extreme errors in pose
rarely occur. The next section looks at optimizing the proposed method using the Intel SSE
assembly instructions to reduce computation time.
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Chapter 6: Implementation and SSE Optimizations
The implementation of the pose estimation method took place in several stages. First
Matlab was used to prototype the initial functionality to determine problems early on. Matlab
was also necessary to train and use the artificial neural networks. Although Matlab has built in
matrix and image processing functions, it tends to be slow compared to other languages, so the
Matlab code was converted to C++. With C++ the pose method becomes fast enough for real
time operations. Intel's SSE assembly instructions are used to further optimize the C++ code for
speed. This chapter is dedicated to looking at each of these implementations and their benefits.
6.1 Matlab Implementation
Matlab was used to setup the original function of the program due to its ease of use.
Image reading, displaying and writing are all built into the Matlab Image Processing Toolbox.
These additional functions let the implementation focus on the development of the actual method
and not graphical callbacks. Matlab was also the easiest way to implement the neural networks.
After training the ANN with the Neural Network tool-box, the resulting network is contained in a
variable file. To use the network the variable file is first loaded by the program. Matlab provides
the sim function to process input information with the network. The function receives the
network variable and the input, and returns the result from the network. No other programming is
necessary to use the trained ANN.
Figure 76 shows the flow of the functions written in Matlab along with the operations
each function performs. Matlab image processing functions were used to perform the scaling and
color conversion of the images in addition to reading and displaying images. Implementing these
same functions in C++ should produce a faster version of the process.
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Figure 76: Matlab functions
6.2 C++ Implementation
For the C++ implementation the Matlab functions needed to be rewritten to make use of
objects and perform operations that were previously handled by Matlab. The allocation of
memory, the flow of the image information, and the creation of the neural networks in C++ are
all issues that needed attention.
To limit the need to write some the image code, the Image Processing Library 98 was
used [40]. This image processing library contains some basic image processing algorithms
written in C++. The routines used from this library were primarily for scaling, the conversion to
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gray scale and the reading of jpg and bmp image formats. The GUI for the image processing
routine was created using Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0.
The primary difficulty with the conversion of the Matlab code to C++ was how to handle
the ANNs. The combination of the weights and biases for the two networks totals over 8800
numbers, so "hard
coding"
the numbers is not practical. All the information for the networks was
contained in two variable files: eyenetwork.mat and mouthnetwork.mat. The architecture,
weights and biases of these networks were extracted into two text files, one for each network.
The first line of the text files contains the size of the network. Headers and spacing are used in
the file to separate weights and biases for the input, hidden and output layers of the network.
When the program starts, the networks are dynamically constructed by reading the text files and
then building the network based on the information. Once constructed, the networks exist as
objects in the program. A simulate function was added to the network class to process the image
information, similar to the sim function in Matlab. One advantage of dynamically building the
network is that the same code could later be used in other applications that use ANNs. The
networks can also be retrained with better data or a different size network without rewriting the
C++ code.
Figure 77 is UML diagram for the pose code in C++. The pose class contains the bulk of
the functions transferred over from the Matlab code. The start function receives an image object
and performs the desired steps on the object. The network class is used for the construction of the
ANNs and for using these networks during image processing. The 'node class represents the
nodes of the neural network. The node objects are used to contain the weight and bias
information for the network object. During the scanning of image, sub-images are passed to the
simulate function of the network. The simulate function passes the necessary information
through the nodes using the GetResult function. This function does the bulk of the computations
with the weights, biases and transfer functions. The point class is used as a container object
during the determination ofpeak points in the weight maps.
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MouthNeuralNetwork : Network
EyeNeuralNetwork : Network
Poseangle : float
Imageheight : int
-Imagewidth int
AverageFilterQ
-Mark()
MarkBox.)
YawAngle() : float
FitTriangle()
-Triangle() : float
-PeakPoints()
-cutshape()
-Scanlmage()
-ContrastStretch()
-SkinMask()
-Region()
+Start()
+GetYawAngle() float
Uses/Creates
Contains
Network
-HiddenNodeLayer : Node
-InputNodeLayer : Node
-HiddenSize : int
-InputSize
'
int
HNBiasarray : float
INarray : float
HNarray : float
+Simulate() . float
+Build()
Point
-row : int
col : int
weight : float
+GetWeight() float
+GetCol() : int
+GetRow() : int
+Set()
Contains
Node
FunctionType : int
Bias : float
weight : float
-inputsize : int
+GetResult()
+SetValues()
Figure 77: UML diagram
The next section looks at optimizing the functions of the method that are the most
computationally intensive using Intel's SSE instructions. An overview is also provided
explaining the SSE instructions and the benefit ofusing them in floating point applications.
6.3 Intel SSE Optimizations
Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) are designed to speedup software performance in
i
applications that use repetitive floating point instructions. SSE instructions have been used in the
past to increase the performance of such applications as 3-D rendering, streaming video
encoding, color conversion, and certain filtering algorithms [41] [43]. SSE will be applied to the
pose method because the computations in the ANN consume most of the processing time, and
most of these calculations are floating point. This chapter is an overview of how SSE speeds up
processing and how this technology is applied to this particular method.
SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) is the concept of performing multiple
computations on data with a single assembly instruction. Intel began applying SIMD instructions
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to the Intel Architecture with the introduction of MMX technology in the Pentium family of
processors in1995 [41]. The MMX (Multimedia Extensions) instructions allow the processor to
perform simple operations such as addition or multiplication on up to four pieces of data at a
time. However MMX instructions work with integers so the increase in performance for this
method would be limited. Intel introduced SSE instructions in 1999 with the Pentium 3 family of
processors. The SSE instructions work in a manner that is similar to MMX but use floating point
data instead of integers. SSE introduced an additional 70 instructions to the Intel architecture, 50
for floating point support, 12 for additional integer support, and 8 for cache pre-fetching [48].
AMD has also implemented SSE with their Athlon XP processors, so programs written using
SSE instructions can work on non-Intel processors.
Intel has continued to expand SSE instructions with SSE2 and SSE3. SSE2 support can
be found on Pentium 4 processors. The primary difference between SSE2 and SSE is the
inclusion of 144 instructions supporting double precision numbers and calculations. SSE3 has
been included with processors supporting hyper threading technology in 2004. SSE3 enhances
SSE and SSE2 instructions to work with the hyper threading technology by providing 13
additional instructions for thread synchronization. Support and documentation for SSE2 and
SSE3 is limited and were not considered practical options for this method.
SSE added eight 128-bit registers to the IA-32 architecture called xmm registers and
labeled xmmO through xmm7. These registers are the focus of the instruction operation on
floating point data. Figure 78 shows the basic representation of floating point data in the xmm
registers.
127 95 63 31 0
xmmO Data 3 Data 2 Datal DataO
31 2322
Mantissa Exponent
Figure 78: Typical xmm register representation
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addps xmmD.xmml
xtttmD a4 a3 a2 al
+ + + +
xmml b4 b3 b2 bl
1 I 1 1
xtnmD a4+b4 a3+b3 a2+b2 al+bl
Figure 79: Example of SSE operation
Figure 79 shows the basic operation of the SSE addition instruction. Four floating point
values are loaded into xmmO and xmml using the movaps instruction. All of these values are
added together simultaneously using the addps. In theory using the SSE instructions could
increase the performance of an algorithm by a speedup of four. Accessing data, loop overhead,
and getting the information into a usable format usually decrease the total optimization.
Another consideration with SSE instructions is the management of memory. To achieve
the most speedup the memory should be aligned to 16-byte boundaries. To align memory the
new and delete instructions in C++ cannot be used. Instead the memory must be implicitly
allocated using the declspec(align(16)) instruction. The movups instruction will still move
unaligned memory but requires more cycles than movaps [46].
We will limit the SSE optimizations to pose estimation to those functions which use the
most floating point optimizations. The calculations by the neural network and the YCbCr color
conversion had the greatest impact on performance so their optimization break down is shown
below.
Neural Network
The networks are optimized by parallelizing the multiplication and addition of the
weights with the input data. With the eye network there are 3248 multiplications and additions at
every pixel, the SSE instructions reduce this number by approximately four. Figure 80 shows the
process by which the number of calculations is reduced. The data is moved from the input array
and weight array into SSE registers four at a time. These numbers are then multiplied together in
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a single instruction and added to the total calculated so far. The process is repeated until no more
input data remains. This occurs at each layer in the network. The result is passed through the
transfer function where the final value is calculated.
movaps
InputData
mulps
addps
xmmD
xmml
xmmD
xmm2
xirtm2
repeat
nv~
* + * * NetworkWeights
movaps
e:::
'V 1 J-'' 'V
+ + + +
i
1 i 1
Figure 80: ANN optimization
The transfer functions could not be optimized since they make use of math functions in
the C library. It should also be noted that the weights and biases form the Matlab network are of
double precision not float, so some truncation of the values occurs during the calculations. The
loss ofprecision does not significantly affect the results of the process.
YChCr Conversion
i
Optimizing the color conversion involves processing four pixels at a time instead of one.
The color separations are extracted from four RGB pixels, these values are then converted to
floating point and each separation is placed into its own xmm register. The Cb and Cr values are
then computed using Equations (1) through (3). The Cb and Cr values are then used to create the
skin mask for the image as previously presented. A visual representation of this process is
presented in Figure 8 1 .
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Figure 81: Color conversion optimization
Since the color conversion for the image occurs only once, the speedup from this
optimization was not as significant as that of the Neural Networks. Memory access to the RGB
image and the determination of skin negatively affect performance. The next section looks at
exactly how much the process was speeded up through optimizations.
6.4 Performance Analysis
First to better understand why SSE was selected as the form of optimization we will look
at relative timings between the functions. The relative timings were calculated using the timing
profiler in Microsoft C++. The profiler adds a large amount of overhead to the process so the
final timings were done using the system CLK() function. First the process was run on a CPU
that does not contain SSE optimizations, a 1.3 GHz AMD Athlon Thunderbird.
Figure 82 shows the results from running the function profiler on the Athlon processor.
This chart can now be compared to running the same code on a 1.8 GHz Pentium 4 shown in
Figure 83. At this point no SSE optimizations have been made and all code has been compiled
using the Microsoft compiler with basic optimizations for speed. However just using a Pentium 4
improved the computationally intensive parts of the code. The time spent using the ANN
dropped from 88 percent to just 64 percent. The Pentium 4 inherently makes better use of
floating point instructions. In both of the graphs the actual pose determination takes only a
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fraction of the time. In both graphs the use of the ANN and the skin detection take up most of the
processing, which is why these functions were selected to be the focus of the optimizations.
Relative time in functions with Athlon processor
5.000
1.000
0.001
5.000
1.500^1
? Contrast
Skin
V ? Scanimage
1 ? Template fitting
V / Pose determination^^7
? Other
88.000
Figure 82: Relative timing in functions with Athlon processor
Relative time in functions with Pentium 4 processor
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Figure 83: Relative time in functions with Pentium 4 processor
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Figure 84: Relative time in functions with Pentium 4 and SSE optimizations
Figure 84 presents the change in timing once the SSE optimizations are applied to the
color conversion, average filter and ANNs. The final ANNs now make up 50% of the process
time compared to 64% without optimizations or 88% with a non-Pentium processor. This change
is more noticeable by looking at the actual timings on the processors shown in Table 17.
Time
(ms)
Speed up
percent Factor FPS
Pentium 4 - Debug
mode
1140
Athlon thunderbird 505 1.98
Pentium 4 330 3.03
Pentium 4 SSE -
network opt. only
152 53.94 2.17 6.58
Pentium 4 SSE -All opt. 141 57.27 2.34 7.09
Table 17: Timing statistics
The timings in the table were taken of only the pose estimation code. Timing overhead
from the GUI was not included, since this might not always be a factor in applications. Also the
building of the ANNs takes an additional 40ms on the Pentium 4. The time to build the networks
was not included, because it takes place only once regardless of the number of images which
need to be processed. The FPS stands for frames per second; this is the potential number of
frames of video which could be processed by the algorithm. However this number neglects any
overhead that might come from using a video capturing device, since this is application
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dependent. The use of the SSE instructions allowed for a total speedup of 2.3 compared to the
normal code on the Pentium 4.
The size of the image plays an important role on the speedup of the method for a number
of reasons. First once the image has been scaled within the program, the amount of time required
by the ANN remains relatively constant from image to image. The ANNs scan the facial region
that has been scaled to a predetermined size. Other functions like the template matching, average
filters and final pose determination are also not affected by the size of the image. Size affects the
initial normalization routines. As the image increases in size more time must be spent with skin
detection and with the morphological filters. Scaling the image and color conversion to grayscale
require more time with larger images. Contrast stretching is affected by the size of the image but
for slightly different reasons. Even though this process occurs after scaling, contrast stretching
must be run on the entire image not just the facial region. If the face is distant in the image, a
large image might be scaled even bigger to achieve the necessary size for feature detection, thus
requiring more time for the normalization process. The following figures offer a look at how the
size of the image affects speed and optimizations.
Effect of Image size on optimizations
#+ ^+
/
Image size
c#
N^^
<$$
-? Normal
- Optimized
Figure 85: Effect of image size on optimizations
Figure 85 shows a comparison of image size with optimized and normal process times.
The distance between the two curves is fairly constant because optimization of the ANN is
independent of size. The optimization from the color conversion is overshadowed by the other
computations with the morphological filters and accessing image information.
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Figure 86: Effect of image size on speedup
i
Figure 86 shows the decline in speedup as image size increases. With even larger images
the speedup from the ANN may not even become noticeable. At this point most of the floating
point operations have been optimized, so further optimizations would need to be integer based.
The morphological filters could be optimized with MMX; however this was not done for a
number of reasons. First speedup with the YCt,Cr color conversion requires the writing of several
hundred lines of assembly code and may produce only a slight overall speedup, so optimizing
other processes which are not as intensive does not make sense. Also focusing too much on Intel
optimizations would detract from the main focus of the thesis. Further optimizing could include
writing our own version of scaling to offer further speedup. The decline in speed would still
occur with the increase in image size due to increased memory requirements and the time
required with accessing the image information. In conclusion, SSE optimization on major
portions of the code produced a speedup of 2.3 with small images, a significant enough
improvement to make the method applicable to real-time applications.
'
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Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future Work
The method presented here offers a robust and efficient approach to pose estimation.
Steps are taken to reduce the effects of lighting and scale on the input image. The accuracy of the
algorithm makes this method capable of automatically determining the pose of a human face to
within 7 degrees with accurate feature detection. Steps are taken to limit the amount of
computations which must be performed on the image.
Currently the greatest limitation on this method is its ability to determine pose in only the
yaw direction. Future work should expand the model include ways of determining both the roll
and the pitch of the head. The roll of the head would be equal to the angle between the eye line
and a standard horizontal line. However correcting the model for both yaw and roll would be a
more complex task. This method should be applied to a tracking algorithm to observe its effects
in real-time and to look for any potential benefits from knowing previous information.
The skin detection and scaling further need to be improved.. Slight errors in detecting
clothing or hair as skin can cause the facial region to be detected as larger than it really is. This
larger area causes incorrect scaling in the image and therefore misdetection of the facial features.
There are a number of ways to correct this; first once the facial region has been found, the image
could be scaled multiple times and feature detection performed on each scaling, the scaling and
the template with the highest weight would be assume to have the correct feature locations.
Another option would be to perform elliptical approximations on the skin region to better
determine the correct facial region; the scaling of the image would be more accurate. The
problem with both of these approaches is that they increase the complexity and the computation
of the method. Performing more feature detection would no longer make the method suitable for
real-time. The development of an accurate elliptical approximation could also expand the method
to handle multiple faces in the image and make a determination as to weather or not a skin region
is a face or hand.
Finally, the detection of features in the face consumes most of the time in this algorithm.
Comparing different methods of detecting features could offer further improvements to the
efficiency of the pose estimation algorithm. The use of pipelining, multithreading, or parallel
processing could improve performance by allowing the computation for feature detection to be
divided among different processes and processors. Even though the method presented here is not
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without its difficulties, the benefits from using ANN and geometric determination of pose are
still noteworthy. With accurate feature detection the average pose error is only 4.28 degrees and
the method uses only three features, far fewer than most of the current methods. The
implementation of the algorithm is also fast enough with SSE optimizations to process 7 FPS,
making the method applicable to real-time tracking or modeling.
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Average Filter:
Anthropometry:
ANN:
Appearance-based:
Artificial Neural Network:
Closing:
Confusion Matrix:
Dilation:
Erosion:
False Detection:
Feature Detection:
Feature-based:
HSI:
MMX:
Glossary
An image processing method by which a pixel in an image is
replaced by the average of that pixel and its neighbors. Effectively
blurs an image and reduces some noise. '
The study ofhuman body or facial proportions across a population.
see Artificial Neural Network
A method by which the determination of pose is based on the face
as a whole and not features. Also referred to as holistic or view
based approaches.
A software system which structurally resembles the human brain
and is capable of learning through training information.
An image process of using dilation followed by erosion on an
image. Fills gaps and smoothes contours in an image.
A matrix which compares the correct and incorrect determinations
of a classification system, to determine its accuracy and precision.
An image process which increases the size of a region in binary
images also closes gaps.
An image process which decreases the size of a region in binary
images eliminate noise or separate areas.
The incorrect determination of a feature in an image.
The determination of a certain object or part of an image. Features
can include shapes, contours, or most specific attributes.
A method by which the determination of pose is based on detected
facial features. Also called model-based approaches.
An image color space, the three color separations are H - hue, S -
saturation, and I -Intensity.
Multimedia extensions, an extension to the Intel architecture for
improving the processing integer based images and video
applications.
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Opening:
RGB:
ROC:
SIMD:
SSE:
UML:
YCbCr:
An image process of using erosion followed by dilation on an
image. Eliminates protrusions and breaks thin region connections.
An image color space, the three color separations are R-Red, B-
Blue, and G-green.
Receiver Operator Curve, A statistical method of determining how
well a classification system is performing.
Single Instruction Multiple Data.
Synchronous SIMD Extensions, an extension to the Intel
architecture for improving the processing of floating point based
images and video applications.
Unified Model Language. A language used to describe software
operations and processes.
An image color space, the three color separations are Y-luminance,
Cb-Chrominance blue, Cr-Chrominance red.
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